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What is the representation of poor children in charity cornmercials that claim to depict 

'Third World" children? This question h a  not received much attention from critics of popular 

culture. Yet charity cornmercials are one site where hegemonic discoune. politically problematic 

images and the silencing of voices, ail occur. This tbesis interrogates racist and coloniaIist 

discourses articulated in such ads, locating the roots of these discourses partly in Victorian 

notions of difference and normality. It also examines some of the Western stereotypes of the 

Third World at work in such ads, as well as the manner in which they help to secure hierarchies 

between Westerners and Third World subjects. These cornmercials deny voice and agency to the 

children, helping to constnict a "needy" subject of Western imagination, an imagination still ripe 

with racist, sexist, and class-based ideologies and prejudices. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

A QUESTION OF REPRESENTATION: 
PHOTOGRAPHIC COLONIALISM, DISTORTED IMAGES 

AND IDEOLOGY IN THE AD 

The language is invariably of 'them' and 'us' - the apparently helpless 'them' king helped 
by the neo-colonial 'us'(CouIter, 1989, p. I 1). 

When foreigners are treated as a cornrnodity, it is their differences and the exoticism of 
their lives that are emphasized (O'Barr, 1994, p. 29). 

Picture the following scene. A travel photographer from the West cornes upon a small 

boy playing outside of his house, in the French West Indies. The boy's parents do not appear to 

be at home, but the photographer desperately wants to photograph the child. So, without the 

permission of his parents the photographer proceeds to take pictures of the smiling boy, who 

appears to be enjoy king photographed. The photographer reflects; "1 knew from the start 1 

wanted to get a close-up of the boy's face, but I didn't yet know how close I could eventually 

get" (O'Barr, 1994, p. 40). Upon reflection, the photographer does not feel that there was a 

problem with her taking the picture without the permission of the chiid's parents. In fact, her 

words suggest that the boy was not even a child, but rather a wild animal to whom one couldn't 

get close without causing him to run away in fear. This scene, as described by O' Barr ( 1994) in 

his Culture and the A 4  raises many questions about the relationship between the photographer 

and the subject of the photograph. In what way is the relationship between the photographer and 

child, and the viewer and child, a relationship of inequality andor hierarchy? In the above 

scenario who owns the image of the child, the photographer or child? To whom does the image 

of a child, once captured in print or video, belong? This question can also be asked of anyone 

who creates and consumes images of the Third World and its people. 
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Spiking about photographs of Thûd World childrco for sale in the West, O' Barr argues 

that, 

The image of the child once acquired by the photographer, apparently becomes the 
property of the photographer. It is a king of booty, a souvenir of exploration, a thing 
captured somewhere else that becomes the property of the one who does the capturing 
(1994, p. 41). 

O'Barr refers to this process as photographic colonialism in which Third World people become 

raw materials for photos bought and sold in the West. Images of the ThW World, its people and 

land, are taken by Westemers and sold in the West, usually without further responsibility to the 

people in the pictures. O' Barr argues that this photographic colonialism is a product of hierarchy, 

an unequal power that exists between the Westemer taking the photo and the Third World subject 

in the photo. In fact, these pictures are typically acquired with the idea that the "quaintness" and 

"exotic" nature of Third World people's lives exist as subject matter for our pictures and Our 

voyeurism (O' Barr, 1994). 

Westemers have ken able to consume images of the Third World since the nineteenth 

century with the invention of the photographic, and later the cinernatographic, camera. Those 

inventions have made it possible to visudy record giimpses of rnarginality, glimpses that combine 

narrative and spectacle to tell the story of colonialism from the perspective of the colonizer 

(Shohat & Stam, 1994). For example, as 1 will discuss in chapter three, Victorian advertising 

utilized images of the colonized to sel both products (especially soap) and ideologies of Empire. 

In such ads, the colonized were represented as uncivilized and inferior, while the colonizer was 

represented as the civilizer (McClintock, 1995). In those early print advertisements the story of 

colonialism was not understood from the viewpoint of the colonized, as an attack on a people, 
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culture and society. Rather, the story of colonialism was told from the point cf view of the 

colonizers, who understood colonialism as a civilizing mission. From the earliest use of 

photographic images, the Third World has ken  imagined and portrayed as inferior to the West. 

As a subject for our photographs and our imagination the Third World has become a part of an 

unequal relationship between those whose images are consumed and those who get to consume 

those images. 

In this thesis, 1 am interested in exploring specific l o m  of photographic colonialism, 

specifically the images of Third World children that abound in the West. 1 intend to interrogate 

the images and the discourses that are king articulated in those images. Specifically, 1 will 

critique the representation of children in television commercials for three Third World children's 

charities. In recent years, television commercials have played a key role in advertising these 

charities, giving the Western viewer glimpses not only of marginality, but of poveny, starvat ion 

and despair. These glimpses are especially powerful, as they combine both the auditory and 

visual, as we become witnesses to moments in the lives of poor children. Television is a medium 

that reaches huge numben of people, and a medium which cm effectively capture much of the 

pain, poverty and despair of the poor. Commercials for children's charities are a medium through 

which we can interrogate the absences in hegemonic discourses about Third World poverty, the 

relationship between the Fust World and Third World and the legacy of coloniaiism. They are 

not merely commercials. but are vehicles through which discourse and ideology travel. 

Many images of the Third World that we see in the West draw on an implicit set of 

hierarchies and supposed daferences between people. For example, in an article about the 

discourse of AIDS in Afkica, Watney (1990) argues that images of AFnca in the mass media are 
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very specific. Afnca is imagined as a land of plague, famine and poverty. There is a visual image 

the Wcst has of Africa, of an innate African-ness captured in "lassitude, extreme weight-loss, 

huge staring eyes - the only too familiar signs of famine" (Watney, 1990, p. 95). In fact, Watney 

argues that "Africa has been effectively demonized, in post-colonial discourses of perpetual 

catastrophe and unnatural disasiers" ( 1990, p. 100). Pictures and images of the starving African, 

the Afncan dying of AIDS, or of some mysterious disease, are currently the images most 

ingrained in Western imagination. Such images set up a binary relationship between the Third 

World and the West, with the Third World represented as unable to care for itself, and the West 

represented as its saviour. 

These images of Africa and the Third World are not necessarily sold and bought for 

Westemconsumption as a form of photo capitalism. Rather, these images are consurned through 

various news medium and in popular culture. But such images are still examples of photographic 

colonialism as the images represent an entire continent and its peoples in static and racist tem.  

Said (1978) refers to such representation of the Orient as Orientalism. Orientaiism was an 

academic discipline and a mode of thinking that conceptualized the Orient as "static, frozen, [and] 

ftxed etemdy" (Said, 1978, p. 208). In a sense, the consumption of such static and racist images 

in the West is a form of disaster voyeurism While we may not receive pleasure From images of 

the "starving Afncan", or the "backward Arab", such images do serve to reinforce racist binaries 

and distinctions between the West and the Third World. Such dualist thinking upholds the West's 

sense of security and superiority in the face of Third World poverty and disaster. 

Representations of the Third World, however, do not exist only in visual images such as 

photognphs and news reels. Images on their own do not have an inherent rneaning, but rather 
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gain meaning from discourses that are cuculated around the images, and frorn the context of the 
w 

images thernselves (Leiss et ai., 1985). Images are an element of discourse; they relay discourse 

and c m  also reshape discourse. Thus, while O'Barr's concerns about images are important to 

this thesis, 1 will look beyond images alone to the discourses that are circulating around various 

images. For example as discussed above, Victorian advertisements O ken contained images of the 

white colonizers and black colonized. These images were a part of colonial discourses about the 

"superior" and "inferior" "races". Without an existing discourse of racism and colonialism, 

however, such advertisements might not be read as racist. In the next chapter, 1 will talk in detail 

about image and discourse analysis and the possibilities and lirnits of each rnethodology. 

The Children9s Charities 

On the surface Third WorId children's charities seem benevotent and altmistic, intent on 

helping the neediest of the needy (O'Barr, 1994). Yet the charities thernselves, the 

advertisements for the charities, and the relationships the ads create are highly probletnatic. These 

advertisements portray "a universally squalid Third World hiIl of passive, needy peopie, especially 

children" (Coulter, 1989, p. 1 1). The West generally, and the viewer specificaiiy, are portrayed 

as the ones who can rescue the people of the Third World, people who are seemingly incapable 

of taking care of themelves. Yet, at the sarne tirne, the reasons for the poverty that the viewer 

witnesses are never explained, as the hindarnental causes of world poverty are not addressed by 

these ads (O'Barr, 1994, p. 101). 'The copy [in the ad] conveys the message that the reader 

holds the ability to modify the children's circumstances and are thus responsible to some extent 

for their plight" (O'Barr, 1994, p. 100). But the reasons why the West rnay be implicated in 



other, more profound, ways remah unclear. 

Not only do these charities neglect to address the causes of poverty. but their responses 

to the problem are siinplistic. The logic of such charities is that we can only help one child at a 

time. (With millions of children living in poveny around the world it is unclear how long such 

an individualist approach to the alleviation of child poverty will take.) Thus with the intent to 

help and make a difference many Westerners sponsor (or, one could argue, "buy") a child in the 

Third World. Such purchase cornes complete with photos of, and letten from, the child. In 

effect, such charities are engaged in the ""selling ' of c hildren through photos to potential donors" 

(Shaw, 1989, p. 19) The ads are a medium through which these charities sel1 their product, as 

pictures of Third World children are continually played on screen. The ads go so far as to offer 

product choices, as they inforrn us that a donor may band-pick a child according to sex, country 

(O'Barr, 1994), perhaps even colour. As a result, these ads commodifj children as a child and 

her relationship to the Western viewer is a relationship to be bought. 

The practice of "selling" children and their photos to donors is good business for 

children's charities. In past years Save the Children - Canada has moved away from child 

sponsorship to cornmunity sponsorship prograrns. When they stopped sending pictures of 

children to donors, over three thousand foster parents withdrew their fuiancial support (Shaw, 

1989). The images that these children's charities present to the West about the Third World and 

its children are images of victims. The Editor of the "Set Me Free" issue of The New 

Intemationalist, larnenting the dficulty of finding positive pictures for the issue, says that "of 

course images of passive children abound ... [Plictures of toddlers king bathed or carried; 

children gazing wide-eyed into the camera, youngsters clingmg to parents hands" (Shaw, 1989, 
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p. 1). But images of empowered or happy children are far and few between. She asks, wherc 

are the images that speak to the empowerment of children? Where are images that give chiidren 

confidence and control over their lives (Shaw, 1989)? These charities could show children 

working together with theu families and communities to improve their standard of living, without 

objectifying and fet ishizing the children's poveny. However, such images would likely not sell. 

In Third World charity comrnercials such positive images do not seem not to exist. 

Instead, the children are represented in very specific and clearly deliberate ways. They often 

appear in black and white close-ups that are designed to create an uncomfortable intimacy 

between thechild and viewer. The children stare into the camera with their srnile-less, dirty faces, 

causing not only discornfort on the part of the viewer, but also guilt. The children are usually 

pictured alone, sometimes in groups or in a Madonna and child composition (Coulter, 1989). 

They are rarely pictured as members of a loving family, or as healthy and happy children. Indeed 

needy children are often depicted as king without social relationships of any sort (O'Barr, 1994). 

Instead they are represented as victirns. A study commissioned in the United Kingdom reported 

that 60% of fundraising photographs of women and children present them as victim (Coulter, 

1989). And again, images of the Third World victim help to relay discourses about the role of 

the West in relation to theThird World and the imagined inferiontylincapacity of the Third World 

itself, 

The problem is that "the wide-eyed chiid, srnihg or starving is the most powemil 

fundraiser for aid agencies" (Coulter, 1989, p. IO), and it is those images that he$ shape Western 

attitudes to the Third World. Studies in the UK show that 'helpless-chiid' imagery reinforced 

patronizing attitudes arnongst young people towards the Third World, strengthened their 
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perceptions of Ahica as a helpless continent. and did not put iiiio context the reasons for the 

poverty in the Third World (Coulter, 1989, p. 12). The CO-f~inder of The New fntemationalist 

magazine regularly gives 16- 1 7 year olds and their teachers questionnaires, askin~ them w hat 

percentage of the world's chiidren are visibly malnourished. The answer the children and their 

teachers tend to give is 50-70%. while in fact the red proportion is 2% (Baird, 1994). 

The project of my thesis is not to conduct a study of people's responses to such images, 

or calculate the percentage of Westerners who pick up negative messages from the images. 

Instead these points illustrate that television comrnercials for Third World children's charities are 

pedagogical; they teach us our place in society in relation to the so-called Third World. And they 

teach us about the Third World itself. Unfonunately theydo not teach or relay the complete story 

as the discourses and images contained in the ads are both hegemonic and ideological. It is my 

argument that these discourses and images are legacies of colonial discourses that operated in the 

Victonan era. In chapter three, I will look closely at colonial discourses of racisrn and 

Eurocentrism, looking at the ways in which these discourses were rooted in specific ideological 

and hegemonic belief systerns. S uch discourses relayed information about the imagined 

characteristics of the West and Third World, and the place of citizens in the hierarchy of 

humanity. In this thesis, 1 will show that these discourses are operating within Third World 

charity cornmerciais, educating the modem day viewer about her place in the hierarchy of nations 

and races. 

Third World charity commercials, and the discourses articulated within them, portray the 

Third World as a place filled only with children suiTering from disease. poverty and despair. In 

Western imagination the Third World becomes the place where child poverty and disease abound. 
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In contrast, the West is envisioned as the place that rescues Third World vktirns. Take for 

example a p h t  advertisement for The National Campaign for the Prevention of Cnielty to 

Children (NCPCC), an English chddren's charity. The charity ran a print advertisement in ihe 

1980s which pictured the emaciated body of a smail child. The text read, "Four years old. 

Seriously underweight for her age. Scavenging for food, where she can find it. And she's 

English" (Watney, 1990, p. 9 1). The ad suggests that we can expect emaciated children 

scavenging for food in certain parts of the world. but not in our own back yard. The phrase, '&and 

she's English," suggests that while it is sad that children starve in the Third World, God forbid 

that it happen here ai home. While we in the West have corne to expect that black and brown 

skinned children starve, work and live in poverty, we do not expect white, Western children to 

live that way. The NCPCC advertisement draws on cornmon-sense knowledge about the 

supposedly correct relations between England and Afkica, blacks and whites. It is a knowledge 

"constituted in the complex discursive legacy of British colonial history, sedimented over the 

course of many centuries, and centrdy involved in the formation of British national cultural 

identities" (Watney, 1 990, p. 92). 

Ideology and the Ad 

Critics of popular culture and rnass media agree that advertisements are ideologicai 

discourses that help to socidy and culturally construct the world. If Thitd World charity 

commercials do in fact engage with colonial discourses, then these advertisements are aiso 

ideological, as ideology exists within colonial discourse. An ideology is "any system of ideas that 

justifies or legitimates the subordination of one group by another" (Jary & Jary, 199 1, p. 226). 
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Ideology for exarnple, moves through ads which articulate discourses that animate and 

simuitaneously disguise and suppress inequality, injustice, and social contradictions. Snch ads 

serve to promote a narrative vision of the world (Goldman & Papson, 1996). irom the point of 

view of dominant groups. Charity commercials such as the ones that I am investigating highlight 

inequalities and injustice in the world, but they do not explain why these inequalities and injustices 

exist. Thus, by the absences in their discourse, these ads are in fact ideological. 

If ads in themselves are ideological, so must be the message that ads deliver. However, 

advertisements do not passively cany ideologies that the viewer readily accepts and intemalizes. 

Nor do al1 viewers understand advertisements in the sarne way. "Reading the sociai/cultural space 

in advertisements ... draws upon common experience of the sociaYcultural world" (Bonney & 

Wilson, 1983, p. 182), a world in which ideologies abound. Thus, in the process of making 

meaning out of advertisements the audience and advertisers draw upon and reproduce various 

ideologies. As the audience draws on ideologies and discourses to understand a given ad, they 

are engaged in their own meaning making. Thus while ideologies influence the way we 

understand advertisements they do not determine the audiences reading of an ad. 

In this thesis 1 will be looking specifcaiiy ai ideologies of "raceWat play in the charity ads. 

1 wiil also attempt to look at the ways in which class and gender affect the representation of Third 

World children. As "al1 power relationships include doctrines ofjustifcation" (Jary & Jary, 199 1, 

p. 227), the subordination of women, people of colour, and the poor, has been justified by an 

elaborate system of discursive "evidence" for that subordination. For exarnple, as 1 wül discuss 

in great detail in chapter three, in the Imperia1 era "the subordination of black people was justified 

by ideas that emphasized the natural superiority of white people and the eniightenment that 



imperialism could bring" (Jaq & Jary, 199 1, p. 227). 

Advertising and Subjectivity 

Racist ideology articulates differences between groups of people. affecting the way we 

see ourselves and others. Ads also attempt to influence the way we see ourselves and others by 

constructing spatial, social and cultural positions for us to occupy (Messaris, 1997). "Ads assume 

and address already formed subjects" (Bonney & Wilson, 1983. p. 1 9 1 ). as they attempt to shape 

and appeal to the consumer's subjectivity. Subjectivity as defined by Fiske ( 1989) is "the product 

of social relations that work upon us in three main ways, through society, through langage or 

discourse, and through the psychic process through which the infant enters into society" (p. 49). 

The social subject is made up of social identifications such as gender, age, "race", etc. Television 

(and advertising) tries "to construct an ideal [social] subject position which it invites us to occupy, 

and. if we do, rewards us with the ideological pleasure that is provided by experiencing ... that 

our dominant ideological practice ... workr (Fiske, 1989, p. 51). The discursive subject is also 

appealed to in much the sarne manner, as the subject is hailed through various f o m  of discourse. 

"In responding to the c d ,  in recognizing that it is us king spoken to, we irnplicitly accept the 

discourse's de f~ t ion  of us ... we adopt the subject position proposed for us by the discourse" 

(Fiske, 1989, p. 53). 

Advertising attempts to appeal to different aspects of our su bjectivity, asking consumers 

to identify ourselves on the basis of what we buy - what we have or do not have as compared to 

others (W'iamson, 1978). Products become sigrdiers of difference between people: you are a 

certain type of person if you drink Pepsi as opposed to Coke, or if you Wear Nike as opposed to 
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Reebok. If we are not buying a prûduct, but rather sponsoring a child, this argument takes an 

interesting tum. If Third Worid charity cornmerciais are a vehicle thruugh which Westemers 

construct t heir ident ities, then the identit ies constructed are inherent ly racist. These cominercials 

position Westerners as the only people who can rescue Third World victims. Thus many 

Westemers come to understand ourselves and Our nations as superior to the nations and people 

of the Third World. In fact, the categories of Third World and "black", for exarnple, come to be 

understood as real or natural categories, as opposed to constructed ones. 

Yet, even though advertisernents ask us to occupy certain identities, there is still space for 

us to resist. If we do choose to identify out of our consumption choices, that does not mean the 

identification is universal or binding. Instead, room for resistance is created if we conceptualize 

the consumer as an active agent in consumption choices (Myers, 1986). If consumers help 

construct the meaning of an ad, and the product the ad is selling, then the consumer can choose 

to create a subject position or identity from her consumption choices. Thus, when I look at the 

ways in which Third World charity advertising posits Western and Third WorId subjects, I am not 

arguing that such subject positions or identities are binding or detedned. Rather, that such 

choices (to sponsor a child) are usually made within hegemonic beiief systems about race, class 

and other differences between people. Resistance to the messages of racism in Third World 

charity commercials are possible and happen frequently. Yet such resistance is part of a counter- 

hegemonic discourse not ofien articulated within mainstrearn practices. 

It is impossible to t a k  about identity and subject formation without tallcing about power. 

In order to consider the role of power in subject formation, 1 want to briefly look at Foucault's 

essay 'The Subject and Powei'. Foucault (1982) argues here that there are three modes of 
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objectification that niirke us subjects: 1 ) modes of inquiry, such as academc disciplines, 2) 

dividing practices which categorize people into dichotomies such as madsane, and 3) h3w we 

tum ourselves into subjects. It is this latter point which may be most useful for understanding ihe 

role of power relations in advertising. and the formation of subject positions. How and why do 

people rnake themselves into subjects or corne to occupy the subject position of consumer? What 

are the dynamics of power in this process? 

Foucault argues that power only exists when put into action; power is active. This power 

is not necessarily an overarching power, such as the power that the S tate h a  over people's lives, 

but rather is the power that flows between individuals and groups. This type of power 

relationship needs as its basis two elements: the "other" (the marginalised person) is seen as a 

person who acts (who has the ability to make choices), and that faced with a relationship of 

power a range of possibüities (including resistance) may open up. Thus, the exercise of power 

is a mode of action upon the actions of others and is the govemment of people by people 

(Foucault, 1982). Advertising itself can also be seen as the government of people by people, as 

advertisers frarne the consumption choices ofthe viewer, acting indirectly upon the actions of the 

consumer. In this thesis, the focus is not advertising as an institution; rather, 1 am interested in 

the power relationships that are king played out in a given ad. Applying a Foucauldian analysis 

of the role of power in subject formation to advertising may assist us in understanding the ways 

in which the viewer and subject of Third World charity ads come to undentand thernselves and 

each other. 

In this thesis I deconstntct several OF the charity advertisements currently running on 

television. 1 ask the foIlowing questions: What kind of subject is posited by the advertisements? 
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Are the children seen as an agent of their own change, or dependent oii the g;ud will of 

white/Westerners? What kind of identities do the cornrnercials set up for the viewer, hosts of the 

ads and the children? What is the relationship between the child and viewer? How is the race, 

othemess, gender and geographical location of the people in the ad constmcted? What are the 

pedagogical implications of such ads? What do the ads teach us about who is considered 

"nom"and "other"? What stereotypes are utilized in the ads? The main focus of my thesis, 

however, will be the representation of children in the advertisements. 1 will ask: what is the 

representation of Third World peoples in these ads? How does this representation frame our 

understanding of who w e  are in relation to the Third World? What discourses and strategies 

enable suc h representat ions? 

Caps in the Literature on Advertising 

Critical race theorists, cultural studies critics and feminist scholars have produced volumes 

of work in recent years on the representation of people of colour in various areas of popular 

culture, including television shows, music, movies, and literature. But, the representation of 

foreigners and those considered "other" "has received Little consideration in the crit ical 

investigation of advertising" (O'Barr, 1994, p. 10). Even less has been written about television 

cornmercials for Third World children's charities. In Culture and the Ad, O'Barr lends one 

paragraph to the topic. In Imoerial Leather, McClintock (1995) discusses advertising during the 

colonial era and the representation of colonial peoples in nineteenth century ads. But she does not 

provide current examples of the representation of Thkd World peoples in today's ads. S hohat 

and S tain ( 1994) have contnbuted to discussions about Eurocentrism in the media. They discuss 



ads from the Victotian era as well as the Eurocentrism that exists in present day popular culture. 

However, their discussion of Eurocentrism has not extended to Third World charity ads. The 

only serious discussion given to the topic seems to have come from non-acadernic sources, 

specifically The New Internationalist. 

It is somewhat surpnsing to note the iack of Iiterature available on this topic. Given the 

enormous amount of work done on advertising in general', and the plethora of images of poor 

Third World peoples in the news, it is dificult to understand why academics have not looked at 

the way the two have been linked in charity advertisements. Yet, 1 believe that Third World 

charity ads are an important area of study on several fronts. Fust, photographie coloniaiism and 

issues concerning the responsibility and ownership of images are key issues in this age of visual 

media. Second, the study of colonial discourse and representations of the "other" have k e n  a 

key area of investigation in critical race theory. Understanding the legacies of colonial discourse 

that are present in developrnent initiatives, and in the advertising for those initiatives, is important 

if those in the West are to adequately address the needs of those in poverty in the Third World. 

Understanding the racist and colonial discourses in these ads is necessary if the First World and 

development agencies in general are to take an anti-racist and anti-colonialist approach to 

development in the Third World. Such an approach would not be steeped in unequal power 

relations, and would not silence the voices of the people in the Third World. 

As a white, working class, Western woman, my introduction to Third World children's 

charîties began in my teens. Influenced by cornmerciais, such as the ones I analyse in this paper, 

' See Bomey & Wüson, 1983; Dyer, 1982; Fairclough, 1995, 1998; Goidman & Papson, 
1996; Leiss et al, 1985; Messaris, 1990; Myers, 1983, 1986; O'Barr, 1994; Schudson, 1984; 
Shohat & Stam, 1994; W'iIliamson, 1978. 
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1 convinced my family to become a sponsor for a child in the Third Wurld. However good and 

charitable my intentions, 1 soon becarne involved in a relationship of hierarchy with my sponsor 

child. 1 felt good, perhaps even self-satisfied, that we were helping a poor child. 1 came to 

understand myself as his rescuer, and to see the Third World as a place in need of rescue. In my 

undergraduate career at York University 1 began to be exposed to different ideas about 

development in the Third World and was exposed to theories that helped explain the reasons for 

the extreme poverty which exists in so many parts of the world. 

Feminist perspectives on development became especially salient for me , as 1 came to 

understand that : 

If the goals of development include improved standards of living, removai of poverty, 
access to dignified employrnent, and reduction in societal inequality, then it is quite 
natural to start with women. They constitute the majority of the poor, the 
underemployed, and the economically and socially disadvantaged in most societies (Sen 
& Grown, 1987, p. 23). 

Women also often bear the burden of feeding and clothing their children, yet development 

agencies tend to assume that they are financially cared for by husbands. As it is usually women 

who provide food for their families, women must be financially independent and wel-fed if their 

children are to be weii-fed (Vittachi, 1986, p. 5). Clearly, "the circurnstances of the parents 

[especiaily the rnothers] are inextricably tangled with the circurnstances of their c hildren" 

(Vittachi, 1986, p. 5). Yet instead of trying to d e  mothers and women in general financially 

independent, these charities tend to focus on an individual child within a family. 

My interest in development initiatives and alternatives expanded to the commercials for 

these charities, as 1 began to learn about the fields of cultural studies and media studies. As 1 
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began to read critiques of various popular culture and mass media icons'. 1 realized that the 

cornmercials for Third World Children's charities themselves were open to rriticism. For this 

paper I have chosen three comercials, one each from Christian Children's Fund, Foster Parent's 

PIan and World Vision. The comrnercials for Foster Parent's Plan and World Vision are info- 

mercials, about haIf an hour and an hour long respectively. The Christian Children's Fund 

commercial is approximately two minutes long. 1 did not choose these cornrnercials because of 

any specific images, content or discourses at play. Instead, 1 decided to analyse the fust 

commercials that 1 happened upon. For example, I did not compare four different episodes of the 

World Vision info-mercial, choosing one that best suited my purposes. Instead, 1 decided to 

critique the fust commercial for each charity that 1 found. This approach most mirrors the 

experience of a television viewer who also happens upon (and does not plan to watch) a given 

commercial. 1 also believe that choosing the commerciais at random illustrates the 

interchangeability and typicaiity of these comrnercials, as they are very sirnilar in style, hinction 

and content. 

Layout of This Thesis 

In this thesis 1 approach the topic with an anti-oppression analysis. I will look at issi 

of race, class, and gender and how they intersect in the representation of Third World people in 

charity advertisements. These ads are clearly racialized as the Third World victirn is inevitably 

For examples of a wide range of works about media and popular culture see: 
Pictures of a Generation on Hold, 1996; Noam Chomsky's critique of the media in The 
Pros~erous Few and the Restless Manv, 1993; Kobena Mercer's discussion of ''Black 
HairIS tyle Poiitics", 1990. 
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brown or black skinned. Yet. it isn't only the "race" of the child th;: affects the way she is 

represented. For exaryle. the child's class is strongly interconnected with her "rac~". Her 

poverty is implied as king due to her "race", and her "race" is understood as one that lives in 

poverty. In chapter four, I talk more about the ways that race, class, and gender affect the 

representation and treatment of the children in the commercia!~. 

In the next chapter, 1 look at the methodology used by critics who study advertising. 

Semiotics was perhaps one of the most talked about and influential methods of understanding 

advertisements. Williamson's ( 1978) Decodina Advertisements: Ideoloev and Meanine in 

Advert ising, is a classic in the field of semiotic deconstruction, as she provided detailed examples 

of what a semiotic analysis would entail. Yet while many critics talk about semiotic analysis 

(Goldman & Papson, 1996; Leiss et al., 1985; Myers, 1986). I have some serious critiques about 

the limits of this method of investigation. Critical Discourse Analysis (CDA) addresses sorne of 

the concems about semiology. The CDA approach focuses on the discourses that are drawn 

upon and articulated in a given text. In chapter two, 1 also look at the lirnits of stereotypes and 

image analysis by themselves. Without addressing the discourses present in such stereotypes and 

images, the analysis remains incornplete. Finally, 1 will address the debates about the 

appropriation, silences and denial of voice to marginalised groups. Specificdy, 1 will look at the 

writings of Alcoff ( 199 1) and her responses to the debates about "speaking for" others. 1 end 

chapter two by outlining my own methodological approach to the study of Third World charity 

advert isement S. 

In the third chapter, 1 provide an analysis of colonial discourses. Specifically, I look at 

the ways in w hich advertising in the imperial era was linked to racist ideology and the promotion 
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of Empire. I re--- . L r colonial discourses of scientific racism, degeneratirn and recapitulation 

theory that were infiuential in creating distinctions between the "races" and groups of people 

considered degenerate. Understanding the historical formation and conceptualization of these 

distinctions helps put present day discourses of difference into context . 

Chapter four will focus on a description and an analysis of the three charity cornrnercials. 

In this chapter I look at general themes that operate in a11 three ads. 1 argue that the ads are 

Eurocentric and racist in the representation of the children. These cornmercials do not put the 

poverty of the children into any sort of context (O'Barr, 1994). The country of origin, nationality 

and geography of the subjects are often blurred, with children merely existing as Third World 

victims of poverty in Western imagination. In addition, we do not know why they are poor, why 

their comrnunities or countries are impoverished, and what the role of the West is in their 

condition. In fact, we do not hear about colonialism and imperialism or their legacies. In this 

chapter 1 also look at the ways in which power is exercised by the charities over the children, a 

power that manifests itself in a "speaking for" others that leaves the children without voice. 

In the fmal chapier, 1 look at the pedagogical implications of the charity ads, and suggests 

ways that we can teach to subvert the discourses in the ads. I provide possible projects or tessons 

that teachers can prepare for their students; projects designed to encourage self-reflection and 

critical thinking about these charity ads. 1 also briefly look at alternative development strategies 

that would d o w  organizations to move away from individual children to a more complex and 

comprehensive comrnunity approach. 



CHAPTER TWO 

METHODOLOGICAL APPROACHES TO THE SWDY OF ADVERTISEMENTS 

The colonized are denied speech in a double sense, Fust in the idiomatic sense of not king 
allowed to speak, and second in the more radical sense of not king recognized a s  capable 
of speech (Shohat & Stam, 1994, p. 192 ). 

1 was haunted by a galaxy of erosive stereotypes: the Negro's sui generis odour ... the 
Negro's sui generis good nature.. .the Negro's s u i  generis gullibility . . ." (Fanon, 1 992. p. 
232). 

Since the advent of advertising in the LSSOs, the medium has been of great interest to 

academics and social critics fkom a wide range of academic disciplines. Two major cntical 

traditions or approaches to the study of advert ising have developed: the polit ical-economic 

approach afid the symbolic-critical approach. The Brst approach studies the media as an 

economically driven entity. It looks at the cost of advert ising, at who owns various products, and 

at the profit earned by companies and product endorsers. For example. using the political- 

economic approach. a critic may investigate the ways in which television advertising caters to 

large corporations which cm produce costly commercials. while small businesses, comrnunity 

groups and local charities often cannot afford to produce and air television commercials. The 

syrnbolic-critical approach, however, is more interested in the manipulation of meanings and signs 

within an advertisement (McAUister. 1996). Such an approach looks at how to read an 

advertisement. and how to deconstmct messages and referent systems which operate within the 

ad. 

In this chapter I concentrate on the literature concemed with this second tradition. 1 look 

at various methodological approaches to the study of advertisements and images: semiology, 

discourse analysis, and stereotype analysis, exploring the strengths and weaknesses of each 
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approach. 1 also briefly look at the debates about voice. This debate interrogatcs the practice 

and problematics of privileged people "speaking for" marginalised groups and the silencing of the 

voices of marginaiised people and cornrnunities. Finally, 1 outline the agproach that 1 will use in 

my analysis of several Third World charity advertisements. 

Semiology - The 'Science of Signs" 

There is no one way to read or decode a text or image, nor is there only one method with 

which to analyse a text (Myers, 1983). Perhaps the most influentiai methodology used in the 

criticism of advertising is that of semiology. Semiology is a "science that studies the system of 

signs, whether these signs appear in language, literature, or the world of artifacts in general" (Jary 

& Jary, 199 1 ,  p. 437). Saussure was the frst academic to do work on the idea of a general 

science of signs, but it wasn't until the 1960s that scholars in Media Studies and Cultural Studies 

fully developed the concept (Jary & Jary, 199 1). These disciplines developed serniology into a 

method for exarnining a variety of textual rnaterials. Thus, the roots of serniology "emerged from 

linguistics and From literary and cultural analysis, rather than fiom the tradition of social science 

research" (Leiss et al., 1985, p. 198). 

The basic question posed in serniology is: how is meaning created (Myers, 1986)? 

Meaning is thought to exist in the relationships arnong parts of a message as "it is only through 

the interaction of component parts that meaning is formed" (Leiss et al., 1986, p. 198). But, the 

"meaning O t an ad does not float on the surface just waiting to be intemalized by the viewer. 

[Instead rneaning] ...k built up out of the ways that different signs are organized and related to 

each other, both within the ad and through extemal references to wider belief systerns" (Leiss et 



al., 1986, p. 200). If advertisements are given meaning through references to the broader culture, 

ther? it is the audience that undertakes the work of meaning-making; otunderstanding the meaning 

of an ad. Thus, serniology not oniy looks at how meaning is made by signs in an ad, bit also at 

how meaning is reconstituied by advertisers and viewers (Leiss et al., 1985). 

Goldman and Papson (1996) argue that in the process of creating commodity signs 

advertisers try to engineer the transfer of meaning and values from a referent systern to a 

particular ad. Advertisements are serniotic equations into which ordinarily disconnected signifiers 

and signifieds3 are entered and recombined. In fact, Goldman and Papson suggest that 

contemporary advertisements work on the premise that signifiers and signifeds have ken  

removed From their context and can be joined to other abstract signifiers and signifieds to build 

new signs. Producing a marketable comrnodity sign depends on how effectively an advertisement 

appropriates and exploits existing referent systems. Yet, when these referent systerns are 

appropriated they often lose their political or cultural meaning. Take for example advertisernents 

which refer to subcultures or youth cultures. It was once considered rebellious or alternative for 

teens to have body piercing or tattoos, and such adornments could be read as resistance against 

conservative notions of the body. But companies such as Pepsi which gear their products to 

teenagers now use actors with piercings and tattoos in their ads, depoliticizing the meaning behind 

There are three major concepts in serniology: the sign, the simer and the signified. 
"A sign is quite sirnply a thing - whether object, word or picture - which has a particular 
meaning to a person or group of people. It is neither the thing nor the meaning alone, but the 
two together" (Williamson, 1978, p. 14). The sign consists of the signifier, which is usually 
a material O bject, and the signified, which is the rneaning given to the signifier. For exarnple, 
the gift of roses to a romantic partner would be as foilows: the roses are the signifier 
(material), passion is the sigmfïed (meaning), and passionified roses are the sign (Leiss et al., 
1985). 
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such body markings. What was once a statement against mainstream fashion, taboos and n o m  

becomes mainstream. Thus signs and images removed from prior referent systerns o k n  develop 

new meanings in another. This process is of concem to critics who worry that "we cannot 

underestimate thecultural impact of the constant process of decontextualizing signifieds, tuming 

them into signifiers and redirecting thern toward other signifieds" (Goldman & Papson, 1996, p. 

7 1). 

As referents come from the broader culture, they come packed with ideological meaning 

and effects. McAllister ( 1996) has identified four types of referents which have specific 

ideological effects. The fust is what he calls a "pure referent system", in which advertisements 

offer the viewer a pure or ideal view of a product by decontextualizing the referent. For example, 

past Nike advertisements have linked wearing Nike shoes with ferninism. In that context. a 

wornan is liberated by the shoes that she wears, as feminisrn becomes identifed with the 

performance of a woman's body. Not only does this appropriate feminist values, it 

decontextuaiizes the political message of ferninism. The second type of referent that McAllister 

identifies is what he tenns the "devalued referent system" in which the "referent system is 

subordinate to the purpose of seMg a product" (1996, p. 57). The "infected referent system" 

occurs when the referent itseif becornes an advertisement. For example, Michael Jordan has 

become so associated with Nike, that when we think of Michael Jordan we think 'Nike'. Here, 

the distinction between referent and ad becomes blurred. Fially, McAUister identifies the 

'hegemonic referent system' as one in which power differences are made to appear natural, thus 

upholding hegemonic power relations that exist elsewhere in society. In chapter four, 1 look at 

the ways in which hegemonic referent systemsare at work in Third World charity advertisements 



and the ways in w hich unequal power relations becorne naturalized. 

The analysis of the referent systerns in a specitic ad, and its signifieds and signifiers. 

requires an in-depth reading of its text, and of what semiologists cal1 its "connotation". 

Semiologists also attempt to read the "denotation" (surface meaning) to help them understand 

an ad (Leiss et al., 1985). In order to clarifj the difference between connotation and denotation 

let us take a s  an example a print ad for Save the Children, another Third World children's charity, 

that appeared in the JulyIAugust 1992 edition of Mother Jones. The copy of the ad reds: 

If anyone should ask you the price of hope, tell them it's 65 cents a day. That's what it 
costs to sponsor a child through Save the Children. Many children around the world lead 
lives of such excruciating poverty they have given up hope of ever escaping. They face 
illness, hunger and deprivation-stmggles their families have known for genentions. But 
you can help change that. You can make a lasting difference ... (p. 5). 

The surface meaning of the ad is that through sponsorship of a child, you can generate hope for 

a child and her comrnunity. The connotation of the ad, however, suggests that the only hope for 

Third World children is a kind Westerner who will provide financial rescue. The connotation 

suggests that there is no hope, possibility of change or resistance among the Third World poor, 

as they have struggled for grnerations to no avail. Thus, any efforts at material improvements 

in their lives can only be accomplished with the help of the West. In one brief stroke this ad 

denies the agency of people in the Third World to improve their material and political lives. The 

ad ignores examples ofcomunities and activist groups in the Third World who through struggle, 

work to create real social and political change. 

This brief anaiysis of one advertisement via semiology leads to an important critique of 

this method; semiology is heavily dependent on the skills of the individual anaiyst who employs 

it (Leiss et al., 1985). My attempts to understand the Save the Children ad may have very 



different results than that of a peer or a critic who has k e n  engaged in such analysis for years, 

due either to experience or completely difierent readings of an ad. And while a semiot ic criiique 

may work for the Save the Children advertisement. that does not mean that it will work for al1 

advertisements (Leiss et al.. 1985). This is because there is not always a deeper meaning in ads, 

and if there are deeper connotations the complexity of such connotations can vary. 

Another critique of semiology is that because it stresses readings of individuai ads, it does 

not quant@ results. While semiology allows us to develop a reading of an individual text it does 

not tell us, for example, how many cornrnercials use Western superiority over the Third World 

as sign. or ncist ideologies as referenis. For a scholar engaged in a study of racism in advertising, 

a semiotic reading of a few advertisements will not be sumcient to detennine the extent of racism 

in the medium. Thus a broader understanding of advertising as a whole system is not necessarily 

possible when using a semiotic analysis (Leiss et al., 1 985). 

A final critiqueor caution about serniotic analysis is raised in Schudson's Advertisine: The 

Uneasv Persuasion. He argues that : 

studies that examine the syrnbols alone can make vital contributions but take the risk of 
sociological irrelevance if they do not consider the intentions of the symbol mdcers or 
(more irnportantly) the meanings that the audiences actually take From the cultural 
products in question (Schudson, 1984, p. 12). 

Thus, the signs and syrnbols must not be studied in isolation, but rather some attention must 

be given to the ways in which the advertisements are taken up by the audience. It must also be 

recognized that audiences may take up a particular advertisement in dîfferent ways depending on 

a variety of factors, perhaps rnost notably, their subject positions. For example, the "race", 

ethnicity, gender, class, sexuality and abiüty of an individual may affect her reading of a given ad. 
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An immigrant From the Third World, for example, may recogLe the racism and Eurocentrism 

in the Save the Children ad much more readily than a Weetpm, white person raised in a racist 

society. 

Critical Discourse Analysis: The "Order of Discourse" and Intertextuaüty 

While the study of signs and referents can help critics understand an advertisement, it is 

vital that critics understand and unpack the discourses within an ad. Without a critique of the 

racist and Eurocentric discourses in the Save the Children ad the critic would not have a thorough 

reading of the ad. However, an "interna1 analysis of political discourses or texts which does not 

place them with respect to the political tield and its wider social frame is of limited value" 

(Fairclough, 1 998, p. 143). Thus, Fairclough ( 1995) proposes a rnethodology called Crit ical 

Discourse Analysis (CDA) which investigates the relationship between text, discursive practices 

(the processes of text production and consumption). and sociocultural practice (social events that 

the communicative event is part of). This intertextual analysis looks at what genres and 

discourses were drawn upon in producing a particular text, and what genres and discourses exist 

in the text itseif. Intertextual andysis unravels genres and discourses articulated in a text, as "it 

is a bridge between the 'text'" (Fairclough, 1995, p. 75) and its social discursive contexts. 

C'DA also helps cntics understand advertking from a discourse/linguistic perspective that 

interrogates how peoples' iives are detennined and Imiited by their social formation (Fairclough, 

1998). There are three types of analysis within CDA: anaiysis of text, analysis of the discourse 

practices of a text (production, distniution and consumption), and an analysis of the social and 

cultural practices that Frame discourse. In this analysis the iinks between texts and society/culture 
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are seen as king mediated by discursive practices. Viewing language in this way. as a social 

practice, implies that it is a mode gf action (Fairclough, 1995). In other words. larguage is a 

socially and historically situated mode of action, one that is socidly shaped and socially shapiiig. 

Applying this approach to advertising, 1 would argue that "depictions of society in ads ... have 

their bases in the social order, and the social order is continually re-created by reference to ideals 

in ads" (O'Barr, 1994, p. 4). Thus, CDA explores both sides of language use. Iis prernise is that 

texts are constitutive of social identities, social relations. and systems of knowledge. and that to 

a limited extent, texts also shape these aspects of society and culture (Fairclough, 1995). 

Critical Discourse Analysis is premised on the Foucauldian concept of the "order of 

discourse". "An order of discourse is a structured configuration of genres and discourses [and 

maybe other elernents, such as voices, registers, styles] associated with a given social domain" 

(Fairclough, 1998, p. 145). The discursive practices of a community and the way it uses language 

net works are "orders of discourse" (Fairclough, 1 995). To describe the "order of discourse" of 

a school, for exarnple, one rnust identify the discursive practices of that school, such as its 

playground talk, staff-room discussion, documents and texts such as text books, etc. One must 

also look at the relationships between these discursive practices and the boundaries that exist 

between them. 

Fairclough ( 19%) is interested in reconceptualizing Foucault's concept of the "order of 

discourse", so that there is a "focus on intertextuality and how in [the] production and 

interpretation of a text people draw upon other texts and text types which are culturdy available 

to them" (p. 145). The CDA framework "stresses the diversity and proiiferation of discursive 

practices and generative processes in which they are creatively articulated; but it sees these 
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processes as lirnited by hegemonic relations and structures, and as a terrain of hegernonic 

struggles" (Fairclough. 1998. p. 145). "Orders of discourse" can in this way be seen as a damain 

of potential culturai hegemony with dominant groups struggling to maintain theh discursive and 

semiotic powers. 

Stereotype Analysis: Moving Beyond the Positive or Negative Image 

Stereotypes about marginal groups abound in hegernonic discourse, whether those 

stereotypes are positive or negative. A positive stereotype is a characteristic deemed desirable 

by society or a dominant group and is a characteristic attributed usually to dominant groups. 

Negative stereotypes on the O ther hand, are undesirable characteristics that are usually attributed 

to marginalised groups." A stereotype is an apparatus of power that contains knowledge about 

the "other" (Bhabha, 1990) and in the process also reveals knowledge about the "self."' In other 

words, if a particular group is stereotyped as criminal, then those outside of that group come to 

understand themselves as law-abiding. A stereotype, such as the stereotype of black crirninality. 

perpetuates itself as it circulates through colonial discourses about othemess. At the same time, 

stereotypes are futedon differences between groups of people (Bhabha, 1990). But in order for 

' Marginalised groups can aiso be attributed positive stereotypes, although this ofien 
leads to racisrn For exarnple, Asian students are stereotyped as king proficient in math and 
science. In her essay "Ethnicity and Vocational Choice". Jackson ( 1 987) htewiewed Asian 
working class hîgh school students in Vancouver and determined that they were streamiined 
into general business and math courses, partly due to guidance counseîIors who perceived 
their abilities to be in those areas. 

In chapter three, 1 go into greater detail about the creation of the concept of "nom" 
or "seif'and "other". 1 also look at the ways in which those categorized as normal and 
"other" come to understand themselves and each other. 
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a stereotype to have meaning, a discourse requires a continual and repetitive chair! of other 

stereotypes circulating within it. As such stereotws are rearticulated they reaffirm (but do not 

produce) racist know ledge ( M a c h u ,  1 994). Typically. stereotypes are invent ions created by 

dominant groups to "prove" that racist, sexist, and homophobic discourses are (rue. However, 

reading stereotypes as inventions should in no way diminish recognition of the patent 
effect they cm have on our lives and Our ways of seeing ... [Tlhis may allow us to see how 
'inventions' get patented, updated, dispensed with and encourage us to ask questions such 
as: what, and who. is lubricating desire for this invention at this historical moment 
(MacLear, 1994, p. IO)? 

In Unthinkine Eurocentrism: Multiculturalism and the Media, Shohat and S tam argue that 

the study of stereo types has many important effects. S tudying stereotypes reveals oppressive 

patterns of prejudice, highlights the psychic devastation caused by racism and signals that 

stereotypes are a form of social control. However, as Shohat and Stam point out. there are 

several pitfalls that occur with a preoccupation with images alone. They argue that focussing on 

stereotypes in isolation cm lead to an essentialist or reductionist simplification of the text. It can 

also lead to an ahistoricism in which the analysis is static and ignores the historical instability of 

stereotypes (Shohat & Siam, 1994). Analysis of a particular image also often ignores the issue 

of the function of that image. For example, an image of a black person in an ad, movie or 

television show may be positive, yet at the sarne time she may be in a subordinate position to 

white or more privileged characters in the show, reinforcing unequal power relations. 

When cntics focus on whether images are positive or negative they often ignore the 

discourses at play in the text. Positive images of those from rnarginaiised groups cm still be 

problematic, such as when they are merely inserted into existing cultural and hegemonic 

narratives. For example, the 1980s hit sitcom The Cosbv Show contained positive images of 
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black people. But the show has been criticized by those who argue that the black characters were 

inserted into a white cultural existence (Buckingham, 1993). Their neighbourhood, careers, 

schools and dialects resonated more with hegemonic white upper rniddle class existence and 

experiences than with the experiences of race (and class) oppression that a majority of black 

Americans face every day (Buckingham, 1993). Thus, while images of a happy and successful 

blac k family are positive, they do not subven heterosexist üssumptions about farnily and sexuality, 

nor do they question the Cosby family's ciass privilege. Such images offer few f o m  of 

resistance against race and class oppression, since such oppression does not seem to exist in their 

world. 

A "positive image" approach also neglects to interrogate the perspective and social 

position of both artist and audience. For example, it neglects to question the context of the 

relationship between viewer and subject that is set up by the images. In advertisernents for Third 

World charity commercials, the viewer is in a very different socio/economic position than the 

child represented. Even if the First World viewer is poor by North Arnerican standards, they still 

have a television with which to watch the commercial and a home to watch it in. The relationship 

between the viewer and child in the commercial is set up as a relationship of a "have" and a "have 

not". This relationship is speciticaily one between people of different classes, social positions, 

and O ften a relationship between people of dfierent "races". In the end such commercials suggest 

the fol10 w ing relationship between the West and the Third World: the Third World needs, and the 

Fust World gives. As O'Barr argues, 

The representation of foreignen and outsiders in ads airned at a Western audience, 
provides a paradigm for relations between members of the Western audience and those 
outside of it. These 'paradigrns constitute an ideological guide for relations between the 



self and others, Lztween us and them (1994, p. 2). 

Voice: A Question of "Speaking for" Others 

In order to avoid the methodological pitfalls of image and stereotype analysis alone, 

Shohat and Stam suggest that critics speak less of images and more of voices and discourses. By 

voice, they are refemng to the ability of marginalised groups to speak on their own behnlf, and 

the practice of advantaged groups "speaking for" marginalised people. Shohat and Stam suggest 

that voice and image should be considered together dialectically, calling attention to the cultural 

voices at play in a given text. If for example, a specific group identifies with a community voice 

or discourse then a negative image is no1 as important as the identification itself. Bhabha dso 

argues that the "point of intervention should shift from the identification of images as positive 

or negative, to an understanding of the process of subjectification made possible (and plausible) 

through stereotypical discourse" (Bhabha, 1990, p. 7 1 ) .  In other words, the study of stereotypes 

should focus on how they affect the way people are positioned and understood as subjects. as 

opposed to just identifjing stereotypes as positive or negative. A move away from the domain 

of stereotypes and images done to a focus on the "character and consequences of representational 

practices" (MacLear, 1994, p. 4) would draw attention to the content, context and effects of the 

representation of marginalised groups. This shift would allow the critic to investigate how 

relations between dominant and marginalised groups are "structured and mediated through 

representation" (MacLear, 1994, p. 4). A move towards the interrogation of voice and discourse 

does not mean that critics should not investigate stereotypes. Instead, we should view 

stereotypes as one element of colonial and racist discourse. 
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The suggestion that critics look more to voice and discourse is an impûrtant m e .  Just as 

a stereotype is not just a stereotype but rather part of a discourse, a voice is never just a voice. 

It too is a vehicle which relays a discourse (Shohat & Stam, 1994). And, as the study of 

stereotypes is very cornplex. so too is the study and critique of voice. For many years feminist 

and critical race scholars have ken  involved in debates about voice. They ask: whose voice is 

being heardf? M o  can "speak for" othen? What are the political ramifications of speaking for, 

to and about ourselves and others? 1s there an authentic voice? These questions must be raised 

in the critique of Third World charity ads, because the ads are engaged in a "speaking for" and 

about Third World children. The children, their communities and families do not wtite or narrate 

the cornmercinls, it is Westerners who do so. Thus, the questions about voice become salient in 

the study of thcse ads. In this section, I will briefly review the debates and concerns around the 

call for voice, and look at responses to the questions posed above. In doing so, I am atternpting 

to find a response and position that will allow me to navigate and analyse the voices and silences 

present in Third World charity advertisements. 

Those located in identity politics call for the self-representation of marginalised groups 

and individuals, a speaking for oneself and one's group. On the other hand, a post-structuralist 

view holds that no one can speak for anyone, not even for oneself (Shohat & Stam, 1994), 

resulting in a retreat from speaking at aIl (Akoff, 199 1). Critics concerned with the problem of 

"speaking for" others often assume that social location affects the meaning and tmth of what one 

is saying. In other words, one's social location can authorize or disauthorize what is king said, 

making location "epistemically salient" (Akoff, 199 1, p. 6). h o  ther assump tion is that there are 

certain privileged positions and locations that are in fact discursively dangerous. However, 1 



believe that both of these üssumptions are problematic. 

The first assumption suggests t hat those in a marginalised positioii iire ailtornatically 

speaking the truth of their individual and collective situation. These debates over representation 

can suggest that there is in fact a singular or real truth6, a suggestion that can lead to essentialism 

(MacLear, 1994). The belief that the marginalised can automatically speak for others in their 

group assumes a homogeneity of political and ideological will within a group, again leading to 

an essentiaiized subaltem subject. S pokespersons for a particular cornmunit y also risk the 

possibilityof getting locked into an identity andcommunity, as their identity and interests are seen 

as fixed. Multiculturalism can thus become a space where each group becomes a prisoner of its 

own reified difference (Shohat & Stam, 1994). 

Looking at the second assumption, if we assume that al1 people From privileged locations 

are discursively dangerous then the question becomes one ofcategories and limits. How can we 

define who can speak for whom? Take for example Akoff, who is "a Panamanian-American, and 

a person of mixed ethnicity and race: half whiteIAngla and half Panamanian mestiza" (Akoff, 

1 99 1, p. 8). S he argues that although she has rnembership in several groups, her membership in 

al1 of them is problematic. Thus she asks: which group should she speak for, white women, 

mestiza women, or mked race women? Perhaps none, or dl three, how cm we decide? "On what 

bais can we justa a decision to demarcate groups and define membership in one way rather than 

other" (Akoff, 199 1. p. 8)? Where do we draw the line on a person's identity, and who has the 

right to draw such a Iine? 

6 1 am not suggesting that there is no truth but rather, that white there is no absolute truth, 
'ho truth apart from representation and decimation, there are stiu contingent, qualified, 
perspectival tniths in which cornrnunities are investeà" (Shohat & Stam, 1994, p. 179). 
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1 believe that these questions are unanswerable because they are rooted in the concept of 

rights; who has and who does not have a right to "speak for" others. Foucault's notion of thc 

"rituals of speaking" may be a useful tool to help us look at the question of voice in a different 

way. Alcoff takes up this notion of "rituals of speaking" as "discursive practices of speaking or 

writ ing that involve not only the text or utterance but their position within a social space including 

the persons involved in, acting upon, and or affected by the words" (1991, p. 12). These rituals 

of speaking are political, as they are "const ituted by power relations of domination, exploitation, 

and subordination" (Alcoff, 199 1, p. 14) between both the listener and the speaker. For Alcoff 

the question of the effects of speaking are of prime importance. She argues that "there is no 

neutral place to stand free and clear in which one's words do not prescriptively affect or mediate 

the expenence of others, nor is there a way to decisively demarcate a boundary between one's 

location and al1 others" ( 199 1, p. 20). Thus, the speaker must question if the effects of her 

discourse reify and rearticulate racist and imperialist discourses and ideas and further jeopardize 

the ability of the group to both speak and be heard. Thus instead of focussing on "rights", those 

in locations of privilege and those speaking From within marginalised communities should 

intenogate the effects of their speech, taking responsibiiity for what is said. This concept of the 

"rituals of speaking" is useful in the critique of Third World chan-ty ads because it allows the cntic 

to move away from the simple assertion that Westemers do not have a right to "speak for" the 

children. Instead, the concept lends itself to a more cornplex analysis of the effects of the 

Westerner's speech, and the bearing of the Westerner's social location on what she is saying. 

That said, there are stiU problems with the concept of "speaking for", especially as the 

concept is subsumed under issues of power and hierarchy. Thus, Spivak (1988) suggests we 
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substitute the concept of "speaking to". In her monumental essay "Cm the Subaltern Speak"?, 

Spivak takes European philosophers Foucault and Deleuze to task for theù blankei assessrnent 

that the subaitern c m  speak for itself and that academics shorild just step aside to hear its 

authentic voices. She argues that such a position actually homogenizes the subaltern, "referring 

only to our own place in the seat of the Same or the Self" (Spivak, 1988, p. 299). Spivak opts 

for a "speaking to" in which the intellectual does not abdicate her discursive role or presume that 

there is an automatic authenticity in the voice or speech of the oppressed. This "speaking to" 

allows for the opportunity for the oppressed to produce a 'counter-sentence', and a new historical 

narrative in a dialogic context (Alcoff, 1991; Spivak, 1988). 

Mcoff also argues that the concept of "speaking with" or "speaking to" can lessen the 

dangers of imperialist speaking rituds. Sirnilarly, Shohat ûnd Stam propose a "speaking in 

relation to", "within coülition". or "speaking dongside" (1994, p. 350). While those with 

privilege are speaking with/to/alongside, those who are oppressed should be also be encouraged 

to speak, not as authors of an authentic truth, but as those who have been silenced for too long. 

If a privileging of the oppressed's speech cannot be made on the grounds that its content 
will necessarily be liberatory, it c m  be made on the grounds of the very act of speaking 
itseif. Speaking constitutes a subject that challenges and subverts an opposition between 
the knowing agent and the object of knowledge, an opposition that is key in the 
reproduction of imperialist modes of discoune (Alcoff, 1991. p. 23). 

Thus, the oppressed should be encouraged to speak for the act of speaking itself, and those in 

positions of power should not speak simply for the sake of speaking. Even though the content, 

context and effects of one's speech is more important than the location of the person who is 

speaking, that should not be an excuse for a privileged person to "speak for" others. Those in 

positions of power should recognize that their ptivilege d o w s  them to chose to speak, and they 



must Ut: willing to step aside and let other voices be heard. 

My Approach 

As we have seen there are many approaches to the study of texts and advertisements. The 

critical study of the representation of marginalised groups also contains many intense debates, 

especiaîly around issues of voice. In the last section of this chapter I outline my overall approach 

to the study of representation of the poor in Third World charity comrnercials, an approach 

pulling together the wide range of methodologies discussed so far. 

In this thesis 1 have worked from the belief that the discourses present in advertising 

establish a system of contrasts that manifests itself in adichotomy between 'W' and "them". This 

dichotomy defines ourselves, the "self' and "others" (O'Barr, 1994). "Mounting a challenge to 

a discourse's strategy of confinement and 'othering' requires unearthing its rooted cornmon-sense 

and tracking its genealogical formation" (MacLear, 1994, p. 15). In order to trace cornmon-sense 

notions about race, and the origin of these notions, 1 will rely heavily on discourse andysis. For 

the purposes of this thesis, 1 employ AicolYs defmition of discourse as an event that includes the 

speaker, the words spoken, the hearer, the location of the subject and the language used. Finally, 

1 borrow from Fairclough's concept of Critical Discourse Analysis, which looks at the 

relationships between a text, discursive practices and sociocuItural practice. 

Specifically, I turn to three television cornmerci& for Third World charities, and ask 

a number of questions arising from the analytic fiamework developed so far. What genres and 

discourses were drawn upon in producing the commercials? What discourses exist in those ads? 

What c m  be discovered from the words spoken in the commercial? What is the relationship 
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between the West and Third World, and Westerner and Third World poor, in these cîmmercials? 

1 also deal with severai key questions about the representation of "others" in advert king posed 

by O' Barr. How does the ad posit particular categories'? How does the ad deal with similarities 

and differences between groups? What is the quality of the relationship depicted between these 

groups? 

While engaged in a reading of the connotations of the ads, rny use of semiotic analysis will 

be less extensive then rny use of discourse analysis. Borrowing from semiotics, I suggest that 

physiological signs ofien function as signifiers in racist discourse (Hall, 1996). as skin is r signifier 

of cultural and racial difference that is Frequently articulated in a given stereotype. But mainly, 

1 will be concerned with the ideological referents that were drawn on and articulated in the ads 

that 1 have selected. 

However, before I engage in an analysis of the ads in chapter four, 1 first look at colonial 

discourses which have influenced those ads. In the next chapter I interrogate colonial discourses 

of scientific racism, recapitulation and degeneration. Such discourses helped lay a groundwork 

for the colonial discourses present in the charity ads. 



CHAPTER THREE 

DIFFERENCE, DICHOTOMIES AND DIVIDING FRACTICES: 
THE HISTORY AND LEGACY OF CQLONIAL DISCOUPSES 

As long as the conditioning of historical circurnstances is kept in mind, the 
representational process itself and the general lessons it contains about otherness will be 
understandable (O'Barr. 1994, p. 47). 

The white man explained to me that, geneticaily, 1 represented a stage of development: 
'your properties have ken  exhausted by us. We have had earth mystics such as you will 
never approach. Study our history and you will see how far this hision has gone'. Then 
1 had the feeling that 1 was repeating a cycle. My originality had been tom out of me 
(Fanon, 1992, p. 232). 

Coloniaiism was the process by which European nations reac hed econornic, military, 

political and cultural hegemony over many of the countries that are now known as the Third 

World. Colonial rule manifestcd itself in both the distant control of resources and direct 

European settlement. Imperiaiisrn was the phase of colonialism between 1 870- 19 14 in w hich the 

conquest of temtory was implicity iinked to capitalism and the search for markets and expansion 

(S hohat & Stam, 1994). It was during this era of both colonialism and imperialist expansion that 

"scientific theories of 'race"' and racism abounded. These "scient ific theories of "race" provided 

a framework of thought with regard to primitive peoples which justifed the actions of 

imperialists" (Street, 1975, p. 5). These imperialists stripped colonies of their resources and 

aiienated the coionized fiom their cultures, custorns and languages. They were "wiped out 

because they were in a conflict with a civilization that [the colonized] did not know and that 

imposed itself on [them]" (Fanon, 1992, p. 220). 

As coloniaiism and imperialism were devastating to Third World countries, so too were 

the dominant discourses that emerged in that era. These colonial discourses have had profound 
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effects on the ways in which the colonizers have corne to understana themselves and the rest of 

the world. Colonial discourse creates a particuiar space for subject peoples to occupy through 

hegemonic knowledge production. it authorizes and justifies strategies of control and poiler 

through the production of stereotypical know ledge about both the colonizer and colonized. As 

Bhabha ( 1990) argues, "the objective of colonial discourse is to construe the colonized as a 

population of degenerate types on the basis of racial origin, in order to justify conquest and to 

establish systems of administration and instruction" (p. 75). In this process the identities of both 

the colonized and colonizers are produced, as "colonial power produces the colonized as a tixed 

redity which is at once an "other" and yet entirely knowabie and visible" (Bhabha, 1990, p. 76). 

In identifying the colonized as "other", the colonizers constitute t heir own subject positions of 

"self" and "nom". Thus, as we will see throughout this chapter, the identity of the colonizers as 

a "race" and a "people" was dependent on and formed in opposition to the identity of the 

colonized. 

Before I engage in an analysis of Third World charity television commercials. 1 wiU Fust 

explore the various articulations of colonial discourse which have so strongly influenced the 

West's perception of the Third World and its people. In this chapter, 1 argue that colonial 

discourse draws on imagined differences between the West and the Third World. creating a 

hierarchy of humanity to justa  racism. Biological theories of white superiority, scientifc racism, 

and theories of progress and degeneration were ail cded upon to jus te  colonialism. Present day 

discourses of racism and Eurocentrism can trace their roots to those colonial discourses about 

"race". 



Advertising and Colonial Discourse: A History of Empire, Nation and '<Race9' 

The roots of mass advertising and coloniai/racist discourse are closely linked. The birth 

of advertising took place between the 1850s and the 1890s in Victonan England. Its advent has 

been attnbuted to the instability of what was then the new capitalist economy (Myers, 1986). as 

the new economy and the commodities it produced needed to be managed and "a unified system 

of cultural representation had to be found" (McClintock, 1995, p. 208). The Great Exhibition 

at the Crystal Palace in 185 1 was perhaps the frst mass display of capitalist goods. It became a 

forum to show commodities to consumers, illustrating that capitalism not only "created a 

dominant form of exchange but was also in the process of creating a dominant form of 

representation to go with it : the voyeuristic panorama of surplus as spectacle" (McClintock, 

1995. p. 209). 

From the outset advertising played a "crucial role in the regulation and stimulation of 

social demand" (Myers, 1986, p. 20). Morever, it also served to market Victorian values to the 

Empire abroad. helping in the process to reinvent racial difference around societal images and 

attitudes (McCiintock, 1995), working to reinforce hegemonic value systerns. "In the specifcally 

Victorian forms of advertising and photography, the Imperial Exposition and the museum 

movement.. .converted the narrative of Imperial Progress hto mass-produced consumer 

spectacles" (McClintock, 1995, p. 33). Such spectacles as the Great Exhibition dowed persons 

of al1 classes to participate in the glories of Empire, learning their place in relation to the 

colonized and leamhg the characteristics of the "other" in relation to themselves. Advertising 

aiso becarne a pedagogiczl dûcourse, one which taught the white European his or her place in 

the social hierarchy of the "racesy'. 
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Before 1851 advertising scarcely existed in England. However after this date, soap 

advertisements, especiaiiy those for Pears' Soap, became the vanguard of England's comodity, 

cultural and civilizing mission. In the Victorian era, the washing and clothing of the savage 

became part of the imperial civilking mission, a mission clearly represented in soap advertising 

(McClintock, 1995). In fact, McClintock ( 1995) argues t hat the "initial impetus for soap ads came 

from the realm of Empire" (p. 2 10). Take for example a Pear's Soap advertisement featured in 

an 1899 edition of McClure's Magazine. It read 

the fust step towards lightening THE WHITE MAN'S BURDEN is through teaching the 
virtues of cleanliness. PEARS' SOAP is a potent factor in brightening the dark corners 
of the earth as civilization advances, while amongst the cultural of dl nations it hoids the 
highest place (McClintock, 1995, p. 32). 

The image accompanying the text of the ad is that of an old white man, a navy Admiral. He is in 

what appears to be the impeccable quarters of a navy ship, standing at the sink washing his hands 

with Pears' Soap. His image is captured in an oval frame as if the viewer were looking at a 

painting or through a porthole. There are four corners surrounding the image of the Adrniral, with 

each corner containing its own colonial image. To the top left is a nature scene with wild animds, 

reminiscent of Afnca To the top right is an sailing ship, and to the bottom left is a huge navy 

ship sitting on a beach with boxes of Pears' Soap on the shore. Finaiiy, to the bottom right is the 

image of a white man standing over a kneeling native. The white man is engaged in the civiking 

mission, giving soap to the gratefùl looking native. 

This advertisement likely had several pedagog ical and ideological effec ts on the colonial 

reader. The ad teaches the white man the Wtue of cleaniiness, a virtue that is inherently linked 

to Empire. The Pears' Soap advertisement also teaches that it is the white man who possesses 
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virtue, in radical racial opposition to the black man. But. as the vinue of cleanliness must be 

shared with dl. it is the white man who must bring this virtue to the "dark" places. The 

distinction betweeri who is clean and who is dark becomes a distinction beiween which "races" 

and cultures are civilized and which are uncivilized. Thus this ad not only enacts colonial 

discourse, it also sets up identities for the viewerheader; those of the civilized, white "self ', in 

opposition to an uncivilized, black "other". As the discourse of Empire flourished so too did the 

commodity consumption of soap, as in an era of social crisis it preserved the boundaries between 

those of different classes, genders, and "races" (McClintock, 1 995). The advert isements for soap, 

such as the above advertisement for Pears', were ideologically invested in those boundaries and 

did not hesitate to convey those boundaries to colonial and colonized readers. 

But, it wasn't just soap advertisements that drew the boundaries between the degenerate 

and respectable, the colonized and colonizer. Victorian ads in general mass marketed Empire as 

images and attitudes with Europeans represented as civilized, and the colonized represented as 

uncivilized. For example, an ad for Swan Pens, the "Pen of the British Empire since 1843". read 

as follows: "In the African jungle, in the Australian bush, the effonless glide of a Swan Etemal 

Pen has written Ietter home fiom rnany a lonely adventurer ... its velvet touch has helped write the 

history of an Empire" (O'Barr, 1994, p. 6 1). The images in the ad are of an English man clothed 

head to foot in hat, shirt, pants and boots. The man is writing a letter, presumably home to 

England. Behind him and to his right is an African, bare chested and bare headed, clothed only 

in a wrap of cloth from rnid-torso to his knees. The Afncan seems to be a servant doing some 

chores, but is (confusingly) at the same tirne holding a raised spear. This ad establishes who is 

civilized and uncivilized according to the clothing that the actors Wear. In colonial imagination 
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the African was unclothed, his or her nakedness a signifier of a lack of civilization (McClintock, 

1995; O'Barr, 1994) and of difference. The ad also conveys who IE civilized and unciviiized by 

the weapons the characters hold; the pen versus the spear. In fact the distinct ion in the ad between 

those who use the pen and spear is also a distinction between who is understood to be literate and 

nonliterate. Finally, the ad establishes a relationship between colonized and colonizer, the white 

man and black man. This relationship is clearly based on a hierarchy of master/servant, 

inferior/superior. This ad enacts a racist/colonial discourse about "who is more civilized, more 

progressive, and more dominant in the affairs of the world" (O'Barr, 1994, p. 59). As always, 

the civilized, progressive and dominant "race" is portrayed as the white European colonizers. 

Colonial Discourses of "Race" 

As 1 have argued, advertishg in the Victorian era has historically played an important rote 

in maintaining and explaining the relationship between the colonized and colonizer, the colonies 

and the Mother Country. In fact, the colonial discourses articulated in ads such as those of Pears' 

Soap and Swan Pens have some of their roots in scientific discourses of "race" that flourished 

during the Victorian era. 

The groundwork for scientific theories of "race" began with the medievd concept of the 

Great Chain of Being. The Great Chain of Being was a system of classification which placed 

every aspect of nature within a universal hierarchy of categones (Street, 1975). While the Great 

Chain of Being categorized animal groups into a hierarchy under humans, during the era of 

colonialism hurnan beings theniselves began to be placed in a hierarchy in relation to each other. 

People were divided into "races" by various criteria, and those "races" were assigned 
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characteristics which were arbitrary at best. For example, a p,iticular characteristic coiild be 

attributed to an entire "race" based on a casual personal +iervation (Street, 1975). More 

importantly, the characteristics most admired by cultures in the West were attributed to white 

Europeans, while the characteristics deemed rnost unsavoury, immoral and un-Christian were 

attributed to the colonized. For example, in what McClintock calls the 4'pomo-tropics" of the 

Victorian European imagination, African women were seen as the "epitome of sexual aberration 

and excess" (McClintock, 1995, p. 33). 

The tropics provided a site of European pomographic fantasies long before conquest was 
underway with lurid descriptions of sexual license, promiscuity, gynaecological 
aberrations, and general perversion marking the Othemess of the colonized for 
metropolitan consumption" (Stoler, 199 1, p. 53). 

Difference and degeneracy was written on the body, as black women were seen as having 

"primitive" sexual appetites and enlarged genitals (McClintock, 1995) and were characterized as 

perverted and over-sexualized. These traits of sexual degeneracy were also attributed to 

prostitutes and lower working class women back in Europe. 

This sexualisation of the colonked subsumed them under the trope of animalisation in 

which the boundaries between hurnan-like and animal-like were drawn (Shohat & Stam, 1994). 

This trope was not only racial but gendered, as black women were attributed specitic sexual 

characteristics which differed fiom the characteristics attniuted to black men. B lack men were 

de-masculinized, and the white man hyper-rnasculinized asserting a white supremacist male 

sexuaiity (S toler, 199 1). Black women on the other hand were de-feminized in opposition to 

white ferninine ~ o r n e n . ~  This sexuaiized, coloniaiist trope of animaüsation "render[ed] the 

It should be noted that the discourses about the sexuality of the colonized were specific 
to and varied fiom continent to continent, and coiony to colony. 
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colonized as wild beasts in their unrestrained libidinousness, their lack 9f proper dress, [and] their 

mud huts resembiing nests and lairs" (Shohat W Stam, 1994, p. 137). Thus, not on!y were the 

colonized characterized as animals, but were believed to exhibit the sexuality of animals. 

the very act of class@ng non-white "races" in the same way that animals were classifed, on a 

hierarchal scaie in relation to European white men, illustrates the extent of the trope of 

animalisation. It was through this classification system that the "superiority" of the 

EnglishEuropean "races" heritage and custorns was constantly king "proven" and the 

"inferiority" of "other" "races" was established (Street, 1975). This "superiority" of the 

white/European "races" was not understood as merely a cultural "superiority", but was also 

understood as biological since scientists believed that racial inheritance was passed along in the 

blood (Street, 1975). Thus, once a group was cast as inferior and animal-like there was no 

redress, no hope of conversion, and no hope for redemption. 

Evolutionary theory and the science of measurernents came together after the publication 

of Darwin's Oriein of the Swcies in 1859, leading to the development of a "scientific racism". 

Under this banner, dif5erent methods of rneasuring the inferiority or superiority of a "race" were 

developed. Craniometry, the rneasuring of the skulls of the various "races" to determine 

"superior" brain size, became the leading numerical science of biological detenninisrn (Gould, 

1996). Thus, under the philosophies of both the early and late nineteenth century, there was no 

room for the conversion or transformation of the inferior "races", as racial Uiheritance was 

considered irnrnutable, fixed and determined (Shohat & Stam, 1994). 

Gould argues t hat biological determinkm is linked to some of the O ldest issues and errors 

in Western philosophy: reductionism, reification, dichotomization, and hierarchy. Reductionist 
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philosophy reduces a "race" to its biology, naturalizing the colonized. The trope of naturalization 

reduçed the cultural to the biological, as the colonized becarne associated with the vegetû:ive and 

instinctual rather t h  with the learned and cultural (Shohat & Stam, 1994). In iiiis discourse the 

West is presented as having a history, while the non-west has primitive traditions (O'Barr, 1994). 

In fact, 'primitive" people were considered to be slaves to their traditions and customs "unable 

to break the despotism of their own 'collective conscience"' (Street, 1975, p. 6). Biological 

determinism also reifies existing racisms and prejudices, sets up dichotomies such as 

superiorlinferior, degeneratelrespectable, and provides a rationale for the existence of the class, 

"race" and gender based hierarchies of "man1'(Gou1d, 1996). As 1 discuss in chapter four, the 

discursive legacies of biological determinism are present in Third World charity ads, specificaily 

the notions of dichotornization and hierarchy. The ads reinforce dichotomies between ihe children 

and the Western donor, and draw on concepts of hierarchy, specifically national hierarchies 

between Canada and Third World nations. 

The Recapitulation Thesis 

Danvin's theory of evolution changed the way people conceived of "race", leading to the 

development of scientifc theories of "race" and new forms of biological detenninism. However, 

Darwin's theory also inspired scientists to try and find the actual path of the evolution of the 

"races", resulting in recapitulation theory. 

Recapitulation theory was one of the most infiuential ideas of the late 19th century 

(Gould, 1996). Invented by German Zoologist Ernst Haeckel recapitulation theory suggested that 

an individuai in its own growth passes through a series of stages which represent the evolutionary 
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stages of his or her "race" (McClintock, 1995). By observing the evolution of African children, 

for example, it was argued that one could chart the evolution of the black "race". Under this 

theory adult blacks were believed to be similar to white kids, adult Mongotians were beiieved to 

be similar to white adolescents. etc. (Gould, 1996). Through recapitulation theory scientists tried 

to prove that 'bblack adults were anatomically and intellectually identical to White children" 

(Shohat & Stam, 1994, p. 139). Thus, the child-like primitive was identified as both a "sexual 

adult and a sexually active child (Watney, 1990, p. 99). 

S hohat and Stam refer to recapitulation as the trope of infantilization which "projects the 

colonized as embodying an earlier stage of individual human or broad cultural development" 

(1994, p. 139). This discourse rnanifested itself in the racist habit of whites calling black men 

"boy", and provided colonists with an excuse for slavery and the rationale for direct rule over the 

colonies. The trope of infantilization imagined politically immature natives unable to rule 

thernselves. It posited the colonized as a 'Third World toddler, even when the product of a 

thousands years of civilization, [w ho] is not yet in control of its body/psyche, and therefore needs 

the guiding hand of the more 'adult' and 'advanced' societies, gently pulling it into modem times" 

(Shohat & Starn, 1994, p. 140). As recapitulation theory suggested that "races" evolved 

unequally and dflerently, %me becarne a geography of social power, a rnap from which to read 

a global allegory of 'natural' social difference" (McClintock, 1995, p. 36). The West came to 

represent progress, while the colonies came to represent the distant past of the West. As Gould 

suggests, "metaphors of progress and gradualisrn have k e n  among the most pervasive in Western 

thought" (Gould, 1996, p. 56)' and it was these metaphors that were the bais of recapitulation 

theory. WMe the concept of recapitulation per se is not drawn upon in the Third World charity 



ads, ideas of  progress and development are central to c h ~ t y  initiatives uiidertaken by groups 

such as World Vision. And while the ads do not suggest that black adults evolve in patterns 

similar to white children, they do draw on discourses of infantilization. Third World adults are 

ponrayed as king unable to care for their children - child-like in their helplessness in relation to 

white Western adults. 

Theories of scientific racism, recapitulation and evolution discursively enabled distinct ions 

to be made between the colonized and colonizers. However, white Europeans could also be 

physically and spatially marked as degenerates on the bais of ability, skin colour, poverty, 

sexuality8 and gender, as the bourgeoisie rnarked itself off as respectable in opposition to groups 

considered degenerate (Foucault, 1978). For example, in Enforcine Normalcv, Davis argues that 

"the stignia of disability, of physical (and in the case of deafness, inherited) traits. creates the icon 

of the "other" body - the disabled figure- an icon that needs to be excluded in a similar way to the 

body marked as differently pigmented or gendered" (Davis, 1995, p. 80). Thus, while the 

colonited were marked as degenerates in opposition to respectable white colonizers, other parts 

of one's identity could also mark a person as degenerate. As class and gender interacted with 

race to locate degeneracy, the interaction of class, gender and race affects how children in charity 

ads are represented and treated by Westerners. 

' Note that the concept of heterosexud and homosexual are modem inventions. During 
the Victorian era the concept of sexual deviance was broad. For example, a woman who was 
masculine, who did not fulfill her ferninine rok, or had sex with other women, would likely 
be considered a sexual invert or deviant (Katz, 1990, p. 12). 



The Discursive Legacj of Bioiogical Racism: Culturel Racism and Euroeentrism 

As we have seen 

Categorisation, classification and hierarchy both in the English class system and in the 
study of the races of mankind; the belief that English economic and political success was 
due to English racial heritage; and the replacement of faith in the Bible by faith in the 
precise, rigid and laboratory-oriented principles of science.. .contributed to an inflexibility 
in Victorian representations of other peoples (Street, 1975, p. 105). 

Mile many of the discourses and theories of scientific racism have been discredited today 

(Gould, 1996), the legacies of these discourses remaîn. Modood ( 1997) argues that following 

the Holocaust and the discrediting of scientific racism biological based theories were no longer 

viable as public discourse. Racism based on cultural differences between groups emerged with 

the idea that people had a "natural" preference for others of their own cultural group, and that 

different cultural groups were incompatible (Modood, 1997). This discourse of cultural racism 

began to be articulated in the 1960s, and has ken  characterized by Modood as a racism of 

decolonization. He argues that cultural racism has "developed in a way that gives expression to 

the perceived problem of assimilating or integrating culturally primitive and backward peoples 

into modem civilisations" (Modood, 1997, p. 155). Whereas biologicai racism evoked standards 

of the average man which privileged whites, and traditional racismevokes difference on the basis 

of skin colour, cultural racism focuses on the differences between cultures. These differences are 

viewed from a Western perspective, once again enacting binaries of nodother, 

civilizeduncivilized. Eventuaily those on the margins are expected to undergo cultural 

assimilation in order to satisfy the "norm"(Modood, 1997). Canada's officia1 multiculturalism 

complicates this process as "on one hand, multiculturalism encourages cultural uniqueness; yet 

on the other, it is precisely those minorities' deged distinctiveness that puts them in a 



disadvantaged position" (Li, 1 990, p. 1 2). 

Whereas racism under colonial discourse was based on biology and ihe belief that 

characteristics were mapped by genetics, Modood betieves there has k e n  a shift to skin colour 

and culture as signifiers of ciifference. These signifiers mark out and stereotype various groups 

as "other". For Modood, it has becarne a case of "cultural deterrninism without apparent 

biological clairns" ( 1997, p. 169). Ha11 ( 1996) agrees that skin colour and culture function as 

signifers of dfierence. However, he also argues that racist discourses rooted in biology do affect 

current day discourses about race. He argues that : 

Even in racist discourses, where the evidence of racial difference appears to be figured so 
obviously on the surface of the body, so plain for al1 to see ... they are capable of canying 
their negative connotations only because they function, in fact, as the signifiers of a 
deeper code - the genetic - which cannot be seen but which it is beiieved, has the power 
of a science to fv< and stabilise racial difference" (Hall, 1996, p. 2 1). 

Thus, while Third World charity ads may not specifically invoke theories of genetic racism, it is 

my position that the racism of the ads has ai its roots biological theories of race. While the racism 

of the ads is directed against people of certain skin colours, geographies and cultures, these 

factors may be signifers of a deeper held belief in biologicdy based differences. 

Another important legacy of colonial discourse is Eurocentrism, a way of thinking about 

the world that privileges and centres European experience. Eurocentrism "attributes to the West 

an alrnost providential sense of histoncal destiny" (Shohat & Stam, 1994, p. 2), a sense ofdestiny 

that led the colonizers on theu original civilizing missions. Eurocentric thought also "envisions 

the world from a single privileged point. It maps the world in a cartography that centralizes and 

augments Europe while literally 'belittling Afnca"' (Shohat & Stam, 1994, p. 2), and the rest of 

the Third World. Linguistically, Eurocentrism divides the world into the West and the rest. It 
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"organizes everyday language into binaristic hierarchies implicitly flattering to Europe: "our 

"nations", thcir 'Yribes"; our "religions", their "superstitions"; our "culturai ", the;. 'Yoklore"; 

our "art", their "artifacts"; our b'demonstrations", their "riots"; our "defense", their 

"terrorism~"'(Shohat & Starn, 1994, p. 6). These dichotomies are rooted in colonial thinking 

which, as discussed earlier, recognized Europe as the site of the cultural and historical, while it 

conceived of the colonies as the locus of the traditional and natural (Shohat & Starn, 1994). 

The Creation of the "Norm" and its "Other" 

As 1 have argued, colonial discourse has had an important impact on the representation 

and conceptualization of both colonized and colonizer, as well as king used to socially locate 

those in the degenerate classes. But, while we have seen how certain groups came to be 

understood as "other" and ''n~rm~' through discourse, the question remains: how do those in the 

subject position of the raced or degenerate groups corne to understand themselves as "other"? 

In this last section 1 want to take a brief look at the process in which the colonized subject is 

made "other"; a process of identity formation for both the object of a discourse and its subject. 

As Fanon (1992) argues, "not only must the black man be black; he must be black in relation to 

the white rnan" (p. 220). 

Fanon believes that the oppression of the Black man9 and his subsequent relegation to the 

role of "other" is an ''epidermdkation: literaily, the inscription of 'race' on the skin" (Hall, 1995, 

p. 1 5). Thus, the black rnan cm never escape king raced or "othered", as his othemess is always 

a part of his body. For Fanon, he is "a slave not of the 'idea' that others have of me but of my 

Fanon is only concened about the black man, not the black woman. 
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own appearance" (Fanon, 1992. p. 224). In king categorized as bbother", black men become 

objects, no longer subjects. Desctibing this process Fanon asks "what else coi?!d it be for ri but 

an amputation, an excision, a haemorrhage that splattered my whole body with black 

blood"(1992, p. 225)? When the "self9 is fuially created from the image imposed on it by the 

"norrnal", Fanon expenences his body as "'sprawled out, distorted, recoloured" (Fanon, 1992, 

p. 224). Thus the body is the site of oppression and skin is the signifier of "race". The raced 

body is viewed and constructed through the gaze of the white body, made '"other" because it is 

not white. The "normal" body, then, is constructed in very specific ways, as gender, class, "race", 

etc., are dl factors in the determination of nomality. 

Understanding the ways in which a l  margindised peoples are constituted as  "other" is 

necessary to further our understanding of the ways in which children in Third World charity 

advertisements are imagined and represented. In the following chapter, I describe and analyse 

three charity commercials, expioring the ways in which "race" interacts with gender and class in 

the creation of the "seif" and "other". and in the creation of the subaitern subject. In order to 

understand the ways that people are located and identified as "nom" and "other", we need to 

understand the ways that various oppressions interconnect. 



CHAPTER FOUR 

TROUBLING IMAGES, "OTHERING'' DISCOURSES AND SILENCED VOICES : 
THE REPRESENI'ATION OF THIRD WORLD CHILDREIU' IN CHARlTY ADS 

1 came into the world imbued with the wiil to find a meaning in things, my spirit filled with 
the desire to attain to the source of the world, and then 1 found that 1 was an object in the 
midst of other objects (Fanon, 1992, p. 220). 

We're trying al1 different ways of rnaking the children corne out more attractive. They 
don't look good against a plain background or wall. Now we're doing them against 
natural landscapes or coloured weavings. Even some quite ugly children have ken  
sponsored - Enrique Butron. head of the Bolivan Save the Children in 1989 (Shaw, 
1989, p. 19). 

When the Third World breaks into Western consciousness it usually does so in the wake 

of natural or political disasters. Famines, floods. earthquakes, AIDS, diseases, war and poverty 

are the events that make the evening news, and these are the images that the West sees of the 

Third World. "As a result Western perceptions of Africa, Asia, and Latin Arnerica as zones of 

chaos and rnisery are often exaggerated" (Baird, 1994, p. 6). It is the negative stories that are 

picked up by the media, as positive stories tend to unfold slowly and undrarnatically and are 

therefore often ignored. For example, increasing fernale literacy in a state of Bangladesh can not 

compete with the ciramatics of a flood. This, despite the fact that "the links between a mother's 

education and her children's chances of survival are direct and proven. and the number of lives 

saved by educating women is kely to far exceed lives lost in a flood" (Baird, 1994, p. 6). Perhaps 

it is surprising that positive stones about the Third World are not brought to the attention of 

those Living in the West. Yet. negative stories about the Third World reinforce perceptions that 

we have in the West about the inability of the Third World to care for itself, and the need for the 

West to rescue Third World victirns. Such stories help define the relationship between the West 



and the Third World and perpetuate feelings of dominance in the West. 

Positive stories ... tend to show people quietly getting on with development. But. the 
mainstream Western media is hooked on narratives about its own people going out and 
saving the world. It's a form of collective narcissism that actually obstructs vision: you 
cannot see through &ors. It's also inherently racist (Baird, 1994, p. 5). 

While Third World c harity commercials are no t news prograrns, they do perform a service 

similar to that of the news. They take the Westem viewer on a trip to different parts of the world; 

they occasionally interview the "locais" and bnng us news about the standard of living and 

poverty in a given town or village. In this chapter 1 look at the stories that are told in the charity 

ads. These stories about the lives of poor children and their families are usually told in the voices 

of the Westem hosts, denying voice to the children and families themselves. The news is almost 

always negative, except when the child has been saved by foster parenting. It is only in this sense 

that positive stories about people in the Third World are brought to the attention of Western 

viewers. 

Creating Images: Visual Documentation of the Poor 

Visual images of the Third World and its people are an important tool for charities that 

deal in negative stories. In fact, in the West there has been a "long history of using visual 

documentation to arouse people's moral indignation at social injustice" (Messaris, 1997). As early 

as the 1870s social reformers were documenting slum life in New York with the hopes of 

improving the standard of living in those slum. Thus, photos of the poor are not only used by 

social activists; they can also be used to propel social activism (Messaris, 1997). Third World 

children's charities appear to adopt the belief that visually documenting the hardships of children's 
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Iives will compel people LI the West to help improve a child's life. Yet the docüïnenting of the 

lives of poor children !y these charities is highly problematic. As I discuss in detail later in this 

chapter, representations of the children are ripe with racist, sexist and class biases. In this section 

however, 1 want to briefly look at various photographic techniques that are used to create the 

images of poor children used in children's charity ads. The images and ensuing representation 

of poor children are very deliberate and specific, and are designed in an attempt to affect the 

reading and response of the viewer watching an ad. 

Third World charity commercials use very specific techniques to videotape their subjects 

and elicit various emotional reactions in the viewer (Messaris, 1997). For example, while an 

extreme close-up shot can incite hostility in the viewer it can also make the viewer feel 

uncornfortable. Perhaps that is why journalists often take close-up shots of people who are visibly 

emot ionally distressed, and why children's charities take so many close-up shots of poor children. 

The close-up of a child's agony extends into the living room of the Western viewer who ofien can 

not help but feel some pain or discornfort when so closely confronted with the pain of another 

person. Whether this pain is a Vue" emo tion, or as Williamson argues, merely an idea of a feeling 

(1978, p. 3 l), it is clear that visual techniques such as close-up shots elicit specific responses from 

viewers. The carnera angles used to create a photo, and the angles of the people in the photo, can 

also contribute to a sense of hierarchy in a viewedsubject relationship. For exarnple, low angle 

shots can make someone in a position of authority seem even more powemil. Sirnilarly, 

techniques used to create specifc images draw upon a repertoire of visual stimuli associated with 

emotions we know: facial expressions, gestures, personai appearance, and specific physical 

surroundings (Messaris, 1997). That may be why Save the Children representative Enrique 
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Butron insists on photos of healihy chi!dren set against a green, iurthy. background. These 

photos appeal more to sponsors than pictures of il1 children in desolate settings. Such images and 

techniques are an important element in the way that the audience reads and responds to an ad, and 

they contribute to the audience's process of meaning making. 

An Analvsis Of Third World Children's Charitv Cornmercials 

In the next section 1 analyse three comrnerciais for the children's charities, looking at the 

discourses at play in the text, the nature of the images, the voices that are heard in the text, and 

to a lesser extent the techniques used to create those images. As mentioned earlier, 1 chose the 

fust commercial for each charity that 1 happened upon. 1 did this to illustrate that any commercial 

for these charities is likely going to be problematic. Whether viewers happen upon the 

cornmercials that 1 am critiquing, or a different set of ads altogether, they will likely find 

cornmercials that are racist and Eurocentnc, and rife with class and gender bias. In short, such 

commercials are very sirnilar to each other in t e m  of content and discourse and are somewhat 

interchangeable with each other. 

World Vision Canada 

World Vision Canada (WV) airs its info-mercials several mornings a week on the 

Canadian Broadcasting Corporation (CBC) station. Info-mercials are usually half an hour or hour 

long cornmercials disguised as entertainment, talc shows or telethons. The World Vision info- 

mercial. cailed "Say Yes to a Child, Canada's Day to Care for the ChiIdren" is an hour long 

program presented in telethon style. The ido-mercial aired at 1 1 :30 a m  on June 29, 1998, and 
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has k e n  repeated rnany times since. Hosting the ad were two actresses hom the CBC Farnily 

program Road to Avonlea, Mag Ruffman and Gema Zamprogna. 

During the one-hour segment, the viewer is taken on three trips to variûus parts of the 

Third World. R u h  and Zamprogna both visit their sponsor children in Ethiopia and 

Guatemala respectively, and the head of World Vision Canada visits a farnily in Haiti. While there 

is some discussion between these segments 1 am going to focus on the visits that occur between 

the Western sponsor and the Third World child a ~ d  her fmily. 1 believe that these visits speak 

volumes about the racist discourses and ideologies at play in such charity projects. 

The frst journey the viewer is taken on is to Ethiopia to meet RuffÏnanTs seven year old 

foster daughter, Aloma. The family of four children is headed by a single mother named Tito. 

R u h a n  brings food for the family to share as the farnily has no incorne or land, and the father 

no longer supports them. The have only one toy between them. a soccer bal1 made out of rags. 

Ruffinan c d s  the homemade soccer bal1 "one of these briiliant African innovations". Knowing 

that the children have few toys she brings a soccer bal1 for Alorna's brother to play with, and 

initiates a rather lacklustre game of soccer with the boy. Ruffrnan then takes a tour of the house 

that Tito and her children have lived in for seven years. She says, "My, you have the wind go 

through your house", and proceeds to show us the house made of mudlO, sticks and a  dirt floor. 

The cooking area is an open fne which makes the house smoky, and the roof is covered with soot. 

The audience is assured that with sponsorship Alorna and her siblings will receive health care, a 

more nutntious diet, and a chance to go to school. As the segment ends, the show returns to the 

Io R e d  the colonialist trope of animaiisation which irnagined the colonized living in 
mud huts which resembled the nests and lairs of animais (Shohat and S tam, 1994, p. 137). 
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telethon, and Ruffrnan begins to cry. However, she reassures the viewers that we do not need 

to worry about Tito and her family; RufFman and the crew paid to have a new house built for the 

family, and Ruffrnan and her husband are sponsoring Tito's children. 

The next segment features Toycen who travels to Haiti to meet a child in need of a 

sponsor. During this segment we met Jean-Claude, a black man who grew up in Haiti, was 

sponsored as a child, and now works in Haiti with World Vision. We also meet a local nurse 

named Marie. Dave, Jean-Claude and Marie visit a family in a slum in Haiti. Jacquelyn and Alord 

are parents of three children: Lorde, a 7 year old girl who has not been to school, Jarneson, the 

baby boy who is 2, and Jasmin, who is five years old. The focus of this segment is Jasmin who 

is suffering from Vitamin A deficiency that has led to hair loss, poor vision and stunted growth: 

a problem that can be cured for a few pennies a day. 

In this segment Toycen conducts an interview with the family. However, he does not 

address his questions to Alord, the children's mother, but rather to Jean-Claude, who acts as an 

interpreter. He asks. "has she had kids who haven' t iived?". and Jean-Claude responds that two 

of her children have died. Toycen again addresses Jean-Claude and asks when the family has last 

had a regular meal? When is the last t h e  they ate? Do they have food for tonight? After the 

questions are translated Nord looks to the ground, her eyes averted to the side as Toycen 

comments, '4 noticed that Alord couldn't look us in the eye. She was embarrassed they didn't 

have enough food." 

Toycen then makes his pitch to the audience when he argues, "as a Christian person, as 

a person who is doing my best to folIow the way of Christ, to foilow the way of Jesus, you look 

at this and it calls us to who we are supposed to be. We are supposed to be people who care, 
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people who step forward and do something." Within this discourse, it is religion, specifically 

Christianity, that is a catalyst for change. Whereas it should be the responsibility of the West to 

address the injustices and legacies of colonialism and racism in the Thud World, in Toycen's 

philosophy it is only Christians who are meant to care. Yet is carhg even enough, as linguistically 

and practically, the act of "caring" is quite different fiom the act of "fighting" or "resisting" 

injustice and racism. 

The program then moves back to the telethon, as Zarnprogna and Toycen attempt to put 

into perspective the $1 a day that it costs to sponsor achild. Theyshow the audience pictures 

of individual children who need sponsors, and tell us bief stories about the children's lives. The 

pictures of the children do not show their poverty; there are no swollen stomachs or dirty faces. 

Rather, the children are posed in front of green foliage with a caption under theu picture which 

reads, "My Love in Action". Positive stories and photographs become tools with which to "sell" 

the children. The viewer is told what their sponsorship will do for the children, rather than the 

conditions of the children in the photos. Perhaps happy and hedthy kids are photographed 

because sickness and need would create the wrong viewer reaction. The prernise appears to be 

that no one wants to be sent a picture of a starving child, but rather a child made attractive by the 

foliage, lighting and setting of the photo. As Butron indicates, the goal is to make the child (even 

an ugly child) look good so that she wül be sponsored. Thus, it appean there is a formula; 

negative images and photos are used to elicit pity for and guilt about the children, and positive 

images are used to actually rnake a "sale". 

The last segment of the World Vision ad sees Zamprogna visit her foster child Bernivella 

in Guatemala. Bernivella js fkom a Mayan Indian family, whic h means in Zamprogna' s words, that 
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they are at the bottom of "the social ladder". While the term "social ladder" is a popular term 

and likely indicates to the viewer that the Mayans are poor and discriminated against, the words 

"class oppression" and "racism" are never used to describe the experiences of the Mayans of 

Guatemala. Zarnprogna rneets Bemivella's farnily who, quite frankly, look very uncornfortable 

with the entire situation. There are six children in the farnily, two of whom work in the city; the 

father has abandoned ihem. Zamprogna buys food supplies for the family in an attempt to 

alleviate some of the mother's burden. She also "interviews" Bernivella, and asks her some very 

inappropriate and rather ridiculous questions. For example, she asks, "Does it scare you a lot 

when you don? have any food? Do you feel sick. and you don? have much energy?Bemivella 

merely responds "Si." Out of concem for their health, Zarnprogna takes the family to a World 

Vision Health Centre where they are weighed, their teeth are cleaned, their hair checked for 

parasites, and they receive vitamins. Bernivella's rnother is sent to a class on nutrition and 

hygiene, perhaps with the hope that World Vision can teach her to better care for her children. 

Before Zarnprogna leaves Guatemala she also gives each of the children a gift. For 

Bernivella the gift is a brown skinned do11 which she shyly accepts. Then Zarnprogna begins to 

cry. She tells the chiidren that she is crying because she is happy, although the viewer could ask 

whether guiit is also causing her to cry. What is interesthg a b u t  the relationship between 

BemiveUa and Zarnprogna is that Bernivella never speaks to Zamprogna. Zarnprogna notices this 

and says that Bernivela is "shy". Considering the way that she looks down, never srmles and 

rarely talks, one rnight be inclined to ask if Bernivella feels humiliated. However, Zarnprogna 

never interrogates the possibilïty that Bernivella could be humiliated by her lack of power and 

voice, and by her treatment at the han& of privileged Westerners. Instead Zamprogna ends the 
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segment by reassuring the audience that Bernivdla and her family will see real improvernents in 

their material lives because of Zarnprogna's sponsorship through World Vkion. 

Thesr scenes set up very problematic relationships between the Westerner and the 

child/family who is king "sponsored". In al1 three scenes, the Westemer is "speaking for'' or "on 

behalf of' the children or the family. When the hosts do interview a child or parent, they often 

ask leading questions and make assumptions about what the interviewee really needs. As far as 

the audience knows, R u f h  does not ask Tito what would be necessary to help relieve the 

poverty of the family and ease her own burden. Zarnprogna asks Bemivella several questions, 

but puts words into the child's mouth. She not only asks, but answers the questions for 

Bemivella. Many of the questions are absurd. Of course Bernivella would be frightened if there 

wasn't any food, and of course she would feel sick and weak if she were going hungry. The 

questions that Zarnprogna asks do not allow Bernivella to tell her story in any meaningful way, 

and by her quiet and bief response we can gauge that the questions also do little to empower her. 

Finally, Toycen also denies a voice to Nord. He does not even look her in the eye when he talks 

to her, and addresses the interpreter instead. He does note the sharne that Alord feels when 

confronted with her poverty and the death of her children, yet does not recognize how his own 

subject position may contribute to her shame. In  the end the children and families are denied their 

collective and individual voices. 

It is critical then, that a critique af this commercial retums to the question of voice. As 

1 argued in chapter two, the content, context and effects of speech are just as important as who 

is speaking. This does not mean that white people should use such reasoning to speak for those 

who are capable of speaking for themselves. Rather, that speaking dongside othen is not 



necessarily problernatic. depending on the content, context and e k L i  of that speaking. 

Alcoff raises four questions that critics can pose to those :?.ho do erigay in a "speaking 

for" others. First, she suggests that people from dominant groups must interrogate their desire 

to speak and realize ihat the decision to move over or to speak cm only be made by those with 

privilege. Those in privileged positions should interrogate the bearing that their location has on 

what they are saying, and how they are saying it. Any instance of speaking should carry 

accountability and responsibility for what is said. And finally, the person who speaks rnust 

analyse the effect of her speech on others (Alcoff, 199 1). Using these four points, 1 want to look 

at the ways in w hich the representatives of World Vision engaged in a "speaking for" the sponsor 

children and their families, 

First, there is no evidence to suggest that Ruffhan, b p r o g n a  and Toycen ever 

interrogated their desire to "speak for" and about the families they visited. To the contrary, they 

were quite willing to tell the viewers about the lives of the families and children, and to tell the 

families what services and help they needed. That is not to Say, for example, that Tito's family 

could not use a new house that was not drafty or Nled with smoke when a f i e  was lit. However, 

the viewer is never sure if the family was asked what sort of help they felt they needed the most. 

For example, as discussed in chapter one, as it is women who head or usualIy provide food for 

the family it is women who must be made fuiancially independent and secure (Vittachi, 1986). 

Perhaps Tito would have k e n  better served in the long run if World Vision helped her Iearn a 

skill, fmd a paying job, or provided child care for her community. The only mother who received 

a specifc service frorn World Vision is BerniveDa's rnother, who is sent to a few seminars at the 

World Vision Health Centre. However, sending her to such a seminar suggests that she does not 



know how to care for her children, when in fact she does not have t.Se material resources to 

provide for them. The majority of Third World women know what thev need to ktter support 

their families, yet outsiders corne to theù communities to "teach" them about hygiene and 

nutrition. It is a post-colonial civilking mission for the 1 990ts, as Westerners take on the task of 

washing, clothing and teaching the "savages". 

What are the lessons that are king taught to wornen such as Bemivella's mother? Let's 

take as an example an anecdote found in an 1992 edition of Mother .Jones1' magazine. The 

article is about famine relief efforts in war-tom Somalia. The story takes place when the author 

arrives in a refugee camp that is sheltering 30,000 Dinka who fled fighting in their areas. Most 

of the refugees had moved on, but the weak, old and sick remiiined behind. Those kft behind 

assembled to hear a lecture on how to prevent diarrhea, a ieading cause of death for children 

living in severe conditions. The lecturer was an African nutritionist, whose talk in English was 

translated into Dinka for the crowd. The author notes: 

The visual aids feature orange-coloured people and mode1 meals of vegetables, chicken 
and bread. At the end, a Dinka woman raises her hand and says to the lecturer: "We 
know how to boil water like you Say, but you teil u s  to mUc salt and sugar with it More 
we give it to our children. You know we don't have these things. So why do you tell us 
this? (Hertsgaard, 1992, p. 68). 

The "expert", who in this case is African, tells the poor Third World mother how she should 

idedy care for her family. But her problem isn' t that she does not kno w what to do, but that she 

does not have the resources to do it. As with the women in the World Vision commercial, the 

Dinka woman is not asked what she needs, or how she can best be helped. The assurnption of 

both the African lecturer and the World Vision Health Centre is that they know how to better 

" Mother Jones is an alternative, progressive, investigative journalism magazine. 
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manage a poor household. Yet for these women, managing theit househo!ds is a life and death 

matter. It is arrogance to assume that experts, whether Westerners or elite Africans, chi better 

care for these chikiren under the sarne circurnstances. Neither the Westerners nor the African 

bbexpert" interrogated their wish to "speak for" and "speak to" Third World children and women. 

Not only is the above example about voice. it is also about colonial understandings of 

kno wledge. S pivak argues that the narrative of imperialism can be recognized as "subjugated 

knowledge, a whole set of knowledges that have been disqualified as inadequate to their task or 

insufficiently elaborated: naive knowledges, located low down on the hierarchy, beneath the 

requùed level of cognition or scientificity" (Spivak, 1988, p. 28 1). The knowledges of the women 

and the technologies they use to care for their families under extreme conditions, are not 

considered to be adequate knowledges. Instead, the knowledge of Westerners and indigenous 

elites are considered to be scientific and superior, even when they are inappropriate to a given 

situation or population. 

In the examples from the World Vision commercial, none of the three World Vision 

representatives appeared to ask thernselves why they wanted to speak for their foster children and 

the chiîdren's families. They recognized their own economic and professional privilege, but 

whether they recognized their white-skin privilege is debatable. In these cases, 1 believe that the 

"speaking for" others is a desire for rnastery, a priviieging of the self as having more truth, and 

a quest to achieve glory and praise for good works (Alcoff, 1991). How self-satisfied and 

charitable must the hosts have felt as they gave gifts, built houses, bought food, and sought 

medical help for poor children? At one point R u f h  and Zamprogna teil the viewers how good 

it feels to give money to help a child and how giving to others makes one feel good. The tears 
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of the two women may speak more to their own self-therapy, a working through of feelings of 

guilt and pity, rather than to a true understanding of the injustices of race and class discrimination 

in parts of the Third World. 

The World Vision representatives also refuse to interrogate the bearïng that their location 

has on what they are saying. An examination of a speaker's location involves "asking how a 

position or view is mediated and constituted through and within the conjunction and conflict of 

historical, cultural, economic, psychological, and sexual practices" (Akoff, 199 1, p. 26). But, 

the three hosts do not appear to ask themselves if what they are saying is impacted by their status 

as Canadians, or by their sex, ciass, race, sexuality and able-bodied status. As Westemers they 

are positioned as authoritative and empowered, while the Third World citizen is reduced, "rnerely 

because of the structure of the speaking practice, to an object and victim that must be charnpioned 

from afar, [and] thus disempowered" (Akoff, 199 1, p. 26). 

The social location of the wornen as celebrities also enhances their authority, bearing on 

what they are saying and how they are saying it. As actresses and hosts of this info-mercial they 

are acting as mediators of knowledge. They have credibility because of their roles on farnily 

oriented television prograrns and because they are known and trusted by many in the audience. 

Their social locations as white, heterosexual women also gives them credibility. In particular, 

women are stereotyped as emotive and nunuring, especially suited to care for and about children. 

It is likely no accident that only women, and no men, cry for the children. Perhaps when the two 

women work through their emotions of guilt and pity is not necessarily an individual act, but part 

of a systemic and collective working through of emotions which these prograns are designed to 

affect. Zarnprogna and Ruffman act out a process m which the audience, especiaily the wornen, 



are expec ted to participate. 

Alcoff s third concem is that any instance of speaking should cany accountability and 

responsibility for what is said, yet the hosts seem to engage uncritically in Eurocentric discourses. 

For example, let's retum to R u f h n ' s  statement that Alorna's soccer bail is a "brilliant African 

innovation". Such a staternent implies that the most brilliant innovation to corne out of Ahica are 

hand-made toys for children. This statement also positions the African continent as a 

geographically and culturally homogenous place. The cultures and civilizations that exist and have 

existed in Ahica are widespread and diverse. Such a phrase as "brilliant Afncan innovation" 

generalizes the accomplishments of people across such a vast geographical and historical space. 

Ruffrnan's speech is Eurocentric, yet is never understood as such. Zarnprogna is also not held 

accountable for what she says, or in this case what she does not say when she refuses to name 

racism and class oppression as causes of Bemiveila's poverty. Generalizations about the "social 

1adder"obscure the specific histories of indigenous peoples in ~uatemda," a history of oppression 

and racism In this case the silences of the discourse are highly problematic, as reiilities of racism 

and class oppression are never brought to Iight. 

Alcoff s fuial caution that the person who speaks must analyse the effect of her speech on 

others is perhaps one of her most important suggestions. Although determinhg the effects of 

one's speech rnay be hard to quant*, in these comrnercials then is little doubt about the effect 

of the hosts speech on the Third World subject. Toycen recognizes the effect that his speech has 

lZ It is interesting to note that Alcoff s discussion of voice begins with the example of Nobel 
Peace Prize winner Rigoberta Menchu Tum Menchu is an indigenous leader fkom the Quiche 
ethnic group in Guatemala and has travelled the world to denounce the violence and 
corruption of the Guaternalan govemment against indigenous peoples (Alcoff, 199 1, 
World: A Third World Guide, 1995). 
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on Alord; noting her shai i  and embarrassrnent at his questions. Zarnprogna also recognizes that 

her foster child is not cornfortable around her, a fact that she attributes to Berniveiia's shy ndure. 

The problem is that the desired outcome of the speech is the financial support of a donor, and ifi 

the process the feelings of the children and families is not considered. Unfortunately, the three 

Westerners do not attempt to find ways of speaking that do not shame or humiliate the ones they 

are "speaking for". 

Alcoff asks if the act of "speaking for" others will "enable the empowerment of oppressed 

peoples" ( 199 1, p. 29); a complicated question when applied to the "speaking for" that occurs 

in charity ads. Children may be empowered by their participation in the ads, as it wiiJ result in 

financial support by the charity. But. the sense of empowerment that one obtins from personal 

growth, awareness and political activism, for example, will likely not be met by these charities. 

The material conditions of the children may improve; they rnay receive an education which may 

even lead to personal and intellectual development. Yet king represented as helpless and needy 

is disempowering. It also must be disempowering to have a Westerner tell one's story or put 

words in one's mouth. In the end, we are lefi with a contradiction; the representation in itself is 

disempowering, yet the representation rnay lead to some empowering results. Thus when Alcoff 

asks if the representation and "speaking for" is empowering, 1 suggest that it is personally, 

emotionally and spiritually disempo wering, but rnay prove fmcially empowering. 

Foster Parents Plan 

As Canadians we take so much for granted because we have so much, so much to be 
thankful for. I thhk we are connected to everybody ail over the world and we have a 
responsibility to them It is just a fluke of nature that 1 was bom in Canada, and not in 



Africa where I wouldn't have had enough ta eat and enough to provide for my oirn child 
- Foster Parent and Olympic Medalist, Silken Laumann 
Foster Parents Plan commercial. 

The second ad is a thirty minute info-mercial for Foster Puent's Plan (FPP), that aired 

at 9:30 a.m. in early July. The ad, shot in three segments, focussed on child labourers, prostitutes 

and homeless children. The FPP ad was more responsive to issues of voice than World Vision, 

as FPP acknowledged that the children have no voice, and gave them an opportunity (though 

limited and problematic) to tell their stories. Some of the images are even positive. We see 

children working together CO-operatively in safehouses where they have escaped abuse in various 

forms and are working to rebuild their lives. Yet as O'Barr reminds us, even if images of the 

Third World child are positive the mediating view of the Westemer affects the representation of 

the child and therefore deserves hirther study (O'Barr, 1994). In this section 1 begin by 

surnmarizing the content of the FPP commercial. 1 then proceed to analyse the attempts to give 

voice to the children, some of the discourses present in the text, and both the positive and 

negative images within the ad. 

The ad begins with Canadian sports commentator Rod Black who is in Nepal, a place he 

refers to as a "hidden world where innocent children are suffering everyday". Hence the title of 

the program, "Children in a Hidden World". Black explains that in Nepal the labour of thousands 

of children is being exploited, as they are virtual prisoners forced to do body breaking work. He 

says, "1 don? think there is any way I could even attempt to describe the horror stories. 1 think 

you should hear these stories from the mouths of the children themselves." 

The segment "Workers Without Voices" is about child labourers in carpet factories and 

child domestic servants. One little boy of about 12 yean old t e k  his story as a close-up focuses 
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on his scars. "They'd wake me at 490 in the moming theri we'd work until 10:W at night in the 

carpet factory with only one meal of rice. My hands would ache in the cold. i'd civt tham and 

they would bleed. And it would hurt even more." Oauri Pradhon, director of ChiId Workers in 

Nepal (Cm), argues that "the carpets are a product of children's blood and sweat." Black sets 

out to find one of these factories, and shows the viewer "shocking" footage of a sweatshop in 

which filthy children are sitting on the ground weaving. Black explains that the Nepali 

government banned child labour for those under fifteen, but the legislation caused the 

rnultimillion-dollar industry to go underground. Pradhon explains that these "children are 

voiceless. Because of this situation many children have cornplaints about chest pain, about their 

eyesight problem, problems about sexual harassment, pro blerns about labour exploitation." 

One of the children living in the CWIN safehouse is Dirga. He was a domestic servant 

abused by his employers; his head and hands are covered with scars. Dirga says, "one of my jobs 

was to feed the famiiy dog. Some days the only food 1 got was what the dog wouldn't eat." 

Dirga escaped his employer. and when found by police was still wearing the chahs his employers 

kept him bound in. Dirga shows Black the way the chah was tied around his neck and foot. The 

footage then turns to Black playing basketball with the boys rescued fiom carpet factories. 

The next child we meet is Nasrna, a little girl who was rescued from domestic work. 

Black also plays with her; instead of basketbail they blow bubbles fiom soap and water. Nasma. 

says B lack, "has one of the most beautiful smiles I have ever seen ... Everyone who meets her falls 

in love with her. She is such a sweetheart." At seven years old Nasma was taken from her village 

to the city to work for a large family, and was treated like a slave. When she arrived at the 

safehouse her body was swolien fiom repeated beatings, and she was covered with scars. She 
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says, 'The older chiidren used to hit me a lot. But the worst part was when they would take my 

head and smash it against the wail." Then she begins to cry. 

The next segment, entitled "Road to Betrayai", is about child prostitutes from Nepal. 

Black tells us that in Bombay 20,000 wornen and girls are forced to work as prostitutes in the 

Red Light District. Village girls are lured or kidnapped, and if they rehise to work they are 

beaten and raped until their resistance is gone. Durga Ghimine, director of a rescue organization 

for prostitutes explains "there is no way out. Either you have to die or accept the business. The 

life they are leading in the brothel is torture; it is a hell." Nepal is one of the poorest countries 

in the world, and as Black explains, the intense poverty allows people to corne hunting for girls. 

As another worker with the rescue group explains, "some people think that the girls are not 

human beings, just commodities." 

This segment focuses on the story of Lela, who was kidnapped at age 12 to work in the 

brothel. When she rehsed she was bound hand and foot, raped, and beaten so badly that she lost 

her eyesight for two weeks. Lela was locked away for four years in the brothel before she was 

rescued. Her face is hidden in the shadows, not shown out of respect for her privacy. She says, 

"1 remember some days 1 would have to be with 30 men. On those days 1 would pray to God that 

He would help me die." Then she begins to weep. Her rescue from the brothel and the reunion 

with her mother are bittersweet as Lela has contracted AIDS from her work in the brothel. 

The final segment of the show, hosted by Canadian actress Sonya Srnits, is called 

"Joseph's Secret". It is about a rescue operation for street children in Kenya. Joseph was found 

on the street half-naked and begging for food when he was oniy four years old. Smits narrates 

that "children don' t becorne homeless, they are made so." The images that follow are clearly 
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meant to elicit emotions in the viewer: bodies of homeless children huddled together in the street; 

a small, presumably homeless child standing in the middle of the street crying. These shots are 

followed by more of the cliched close-ups of poor children. 

This segment focuses rnainly on Joseph, a "very unhappy 7 year old .  Smits interviews 

him aithough the details of his life corne out in an interview that FPP interprets for us. Joseph is 

crying as Srnits says: "he told how his own mother had bound his hands and feet and hung hirn 

upside down and beat hirn every day." The camera then focuses on Smits who is crying. 

Throughout her monologue about the resilience of children, there are several more shots of 

Joseph crying, in various locations. The segment ends with a shot of Joseph and Smits. She is 

wiping his tears with her hand. 

FPP claims that it wants to give voice to the chiidren and acknowledges that many of 

these children are voiceless. Yet, host monologues and voice overs ofien take the place of the 

children's own words, resulting yet again, in a "speaking for". Thus, FPP's attempt to give 

children a voice is problematic and needs to be interrogated. Once again 1 will return to Alcoff's 

four concems about ''speaking for" others, to further critique the FPP ad. 

First, the FPP narrators did make the decision to move over and let the children speak on 

many occasions. Joseph, Lela, Nasrna and Dirga told their stories in their own words and 

languages. We also heard from local activists whose organizations work with FPP. However, 

through the power of editing we heard ody what FPP wanted potential donors to hear. The 

voices were left edited and Fragmented, as Smits and Black continually paraphrased and relayed 

bits and pieces of the children's üfe stories. This power to edit is a power to represent: a power 

accorded to Westerners and not the children themelves. And, even though many of the children 
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were interviewed by the hosts and by someone speaking their own languages, that daes not mean 

that their answers were given fieely or fiilly. The content of what the children said was lirnited 

by the questions they were asked and by their relationship with the person asking the questions. 

The interview with Lela is a good example of a problematic intetviewerlsubject 

relationship. Lela has clearly been abused by a countless number of men. yet Black interviewed 

her about her life in the brothel. The power imbalûnces and gender dynamics of that interview 

are highly problernatic. Not only would the re-telling of her story likely be embarrassing and 

humiliating for her, the added burden of telling her story to a Westemer and a man seerns unfair. 

Would the telling of her story to Black help her emotionally or spiritually? Or, is the telling of 

her story aimed purely at monetary gain by FPP? And, while such money may help Lela with 

material needs and health care, is the telling of her story to Black something she wants to do, or 

has to do for the money? In the interview Lela's answers may also be coloured by the unequal 

relationship she has with Black. Not only is he a man, white, middle-class, but he is also a 

representative of the charity that she depends on. Given Lela's abuse, the interview with Black 

seerns highly inappropriate and darnaging on several levels. While we rnight credit FPP with their 

attempt to give voice to the children, the attempt fails short of empowering and could in fact be 

darnaging . 

Many of the statements made throughout the commercial suggest that those in privileged 

positions do not interrogate the ways in which their social position affects what they Say or how 

they Say it. Take the quote by Siken Laurnann that I used to introduce this section. As a 

Westerner, Laumann's understanding of what it means to be African is tied up with notions of 

continental poverty. For her, king bom in Afnca autornatically means that one goes hungry or 
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that one can not properly provide for her farnily. Lumann's discourse is rernini~çent nf the 

discourse that posits Mki. as a place of perpetual catastrophe and disaster. As 1 discussed in 

chapter one, images of black Africans dying slowly from hunger and disease are ingrained in 

Western consciousness. Watney argues that such colonial imagery "naturalizes the devastating 

econornic and social effects of European colonialism in the Ikeness of starvation - bodies reduced 

to 'bundles of acute angles"' ( 1990, p. 9 1). This is Laumann's vision of Africa and what it means 

to be African. Nowhere does she acknowledge the possibility of starvation or hunger within 

Canada, or the inability of poor Canadian women io provide materially for their children. 

Black also assumes that his nationality is the reason for his privilege. He ends the 

prograrn with the following monologue: "Did you know that the United Nations ranks Canada 

as the best country in the world to live? I'm a proud Canadian and I'm also proud to be a Foster 

Parent. 1 can share what I have as a Canadian with children and families who don't have what 

I have." In his comment, Black suggests that poverty is an Afncan or Third World phenomenon 

and that plenty is a Canadian phenomenon. While I do not deny disparities between the Third 

World and Canada, such an argument ignores the poverty that exists here in Canada and the 

prosperity that exists in Africa. Africa, in such a discourse, is subsumed into one impoverished 

class, while Canada is understood as uniformiy privileged. 1 would suggest that the subject 

positions of the Black and Laumann as high-status, Canadian celebnties. bear on their discourse 

about Canada and the Third World. Thus Alcoff s third caution, that speaking should cary 

accountability and responsibility, is clearly not undenaken by the speakers who do not 

acknowledge the impact of their social location on what they say. 

The final question (of the impact of one's speech on others) is harder to determiw in the 
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FPP ad. The children seem far more willing to speak about their storics than in the Worid Vision 

ad, although the hosts stiIi put the chiidren in humiliating situations. It is impossible for me to 

determine the impact that telling their stories on camera has on the children. Do they te!l their 

stories because they want to, or because the white Westem visitor wants them to? How does the 

presence of Srnits and Black affect the children's telling of their stories? Are the children told 

what to say in the interviews? When Black and Smits do talk to the children about their pain and 

pasts, we do not know whether they are doing h m  or good, or both. 

Perhaps in the case of the FPP ads, instead of asking what effects the telling of their 

stories have on the children, alternative (yet similar) questions should be posed. Speaking about 

disaster porn and famine relief efforts, Omaar and de Waal (1993) argue that victims are 

"reduced to nameiess extras in the shadows behind Westem aid workers or disaster tourists, the 

grieving, hurting and humiliated human beings are not asked if they want to be portrayed in this 

degrading way"(p. 13). Applying this frarnework to the disaster pom of charity cornrnercials we 

can ask how the children might want to be ponrayed, if they even want to be ponrayed at dl. 

For example, it is likely that Joseph was not asked if the camera could foilow him and videotape 

him every tirne he began to cry, invading private and painful moments. Was he even given a 

choice about whether or not he was f h e d ?  Can a child sponsored by FPP refuse to have her 

picture taken? Are the chiidren aware of the manipulation of images and viewer emotion involved 

in the picture? For example, The FPP national director has said that "we try not to focus on dying, 

emaciated children, but on chiidren in need, with pictures of sad, wistful-looking children with 

big, gorgeous eyes who stir some emotiony' (Coulter, 1989, p. 10). Do the children know that 

they are king represented within a formula, with the hopes of eliciting pity fiom Westem 



viewen? Even if families or children are dubious about the long-term affects of FPP's "help", 

what other options do they have? 

Christian Children's Fund 

The two-minute commercial for Christian Children's Fund (CCF), which played 

throughout the surnrner of 1998, is quite different from the commercials for WV and FPP. It is 

narrated by a man with a North American accent, who sings the Christian hymn Amazing Grace. 

The Song is played over various images of Third World children and written text. There are 

eleven shots or frames of children in the commercial, none of whom is given an opportunity to 

speak. The following is a full account of the commercial. 

Image: The opening shot is of a black boy, whose hands are placed on either side of his face. The 
camera angle is a close-up shot that allows us to see only his face. 

Image: The next hame is of a boy with leg braces. 

Image: A little brown-skinned girl is rubbing her eye. Again, we see just her face. 

Written Text: Tact: 34,000 children die worldwide every day". 

Image: The next shot is of a brown-skinned boy who appears to be in a refugee camp. He is 
standing on the other side of a fence squeezed in between two adults whose faces we do not see. 
The child is standing by the fence, looking through it with a fnghtened and sad look on his face. 
The image is reminiscent of pictures of holocaust survivors in Nazi concentration camps. 

Written Text: "Fact: It costs only 90 cents a day to help one of them." 

Image: Next we see a Latin American boy, whose frowning face is captured in a close-up. 
Written Text: 'Tact: It costs nothing to c a l  now and inquire about sponsoring and helping a 
deserving child. " 

Image: An South Arnerican indigenous girl with a sore on her lip is captured in a close-up shot 
that zooms in on her face. 



Image: A group shot follows, as tive boys and two girls, al1 black. are standing on a dirt road in 
front of a white building. They are clothed, but still look poor. One boy is hugging 3 pole, 
another girl is leaning into the building. This shot is filmed at long distance. 

Written Text: "Fact: Your 90 cents a day provides a child food, rnedicine, clothing, schooling." 

Image: The next frame has two Latin American boys about eight years old, both with frowns. 
The shot moves to the right to reveai parts of the faces of two more children. 

Image: Two children, likely between five and seven years old, are shirtless. Their genders are 
unclear. One child is eating pomdge with a spoon. The other child is Ieaning over him or her  and 
is taking food out of the bowl with his or her hand. 

Written Text: "Fact: "90 cents a day improves the whole cornrnunity's standard of living." 
Image: A South American (possibly indigenous) child, about five years old, whose nose, cheeks, 
chin and lips are covered in dirt andior food. The child looks at the camera, looks down and back 
up at the camera as if about to cry. The shot ends as the child averts his or her eyes to the side 
and the picture fades. The singing stops and the male voice continues. 

Narrative: "Cal1 now for a picture and story of one child you can help. For just 90 cents a day 
you can give a child a chance." The words "give a child a chance" appear on screen as t hey are 
king read. 

Image: The text fades into a picture of a clean, light-brown-skinned child. He or she has a slight 
srnile and looks at the carnera in a close-up. 

This ad for CCF uses many of the techniques already discussed in this chapter. For 

example, the camera angles and types of shots in the ad are meant to elicit pity and guilt in the 

viewer. The CCF ad consists mostly of close-up shots of the children, Nely because close-up 

shots provide a feeling of intirnacy between the viewer and child which wili cause the viewer 

discornfort when confronted with a child's pain. The viewer is also undentood as the only person 

who cm "give a child a chance". In other words the Western viewer is told that she is the  only 

person who can relieve a child's pain and poverty. The families of the children are absent in the 

ad, k e l y  because the families and cornmunities are considered to be incapable of caring for the 
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The CCF ad relies on images of dirty faces and crying children more than the ads fùr WV 

and FPP. Perhaps this is because the power of the children's stories, as heard in tne WV and FPP 

ads, are absent in this commercial. It is the images, cornbined with the power of the hymn to 

move the audience, that sells the charity to the viewer. These images are al1 sirnilar in content and 

tone. They are of a generic Third World child, nameless, and without a national, ethnic or 

geographic identity. The stories of the children remain untold and unheard, as the viewer relies 

on the images to tell the story. 

Christianity and Love in the Ads 

The CCF ad is also heavily dependent and invested in Christian evangelical discourse; a 

discourse that helped justify colonialisrn. An important aspect of the colonial civiluing mission 

was the desire to bring Christianity to the "natives". Such attempts at religious colonization have 

k e n  docurnented in films such as Black Robe and The Mission, in which Jesuits oversee missions 

meant to covert the uncivilized into Christians. l 3  Christian Chiidren's Fund and World Vision 

Canada appear to be continuing in the tradition of religious colonizat ion; a sort of colonization 

of the soul. In an editorial about the situation in Sudan for example, Toycen argues 

When together we reach out to help the hungry, we are not alone. A divine power is at 
work helping us do the right thing. Ultimately, that is the hope for the hungry children 
of southem Sudan, with you and 1 as the instruments of love and compassion. May God 
help us ail (Childview, 1998, pg. 1). 

The work of these charities, as Toycen understands it, is to obey a divine power and trust in God 

for the weifare of the child. It is God that is the hope for the children, as opposed to activism and 

l 3  Even if a "native" did convert, she was stiU not considered equal to the colonizer as. 
conversion did not outweigh skin colour. 



agitation by people for the betterment of their communities and families. 

But what is the role of Christianity in the actual work of these charities? Does W and 

CCF activeiy recruit and rni~ster to the children and families? 1s conversion necessa? to receive 

the financial support of the charity? Are the religious beliefs of the children respected? Are 

children forced to read the bible in schools mn by the charities? Are the most needy children 

chosen to be sponsored, or the most needy Christian children? The ads do not address or answer 

these questions, nor does the literature produced by the charities. It would seem however, that 

the Christian discourse of WV and CCF are not merely benevolent. Rather, they are part of a 

larger history of conversion, domination and colonization by missionaries attempting to Save the 

"savage"; mind, body and soul. This tradition appears to be continuing in the work of Christian 

charities today. 

One theme ailuded to in al1 three charity ads is that if we give rnoney to a child she will 

reciprocate Our generosity with her love. The gratehilness of a sponsored child is expressed 

through letters and photos. But, is it right to make a child feel indebted for necessities which are 

not only basic hurnan rights, but also basic children's rights (Shaw, 1989)? In 1959 the United 

Nations passed the Declaration of the Riehts of the Child in which children were accorded the 

right to health, education, protection from exploitation, and a right to voice over mtters 

influencing them (Shaw, 1989). Now, alrnost forty years later, so many children and adults do not 

have these basic rights. Yet, when they receive aid that dows them to achieve some of those 

rights (Le. health care and education) they are expected to feel indebted to, and to love those who 

donated the money which allows them to gain those rights. For exarnple, World Vision sen& a 

picture of a child to a donor with the caption "My love in action". The caption suggests that 
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those in the West can actually love a child they do not know, or that the child will actually love 

their sponsor. Why does love have io be a condition of charity? Could it be because charity is 

a concept based in Christian (among other) traditions, and that charity itself is based on the idea 

that we rnust love our neighbours? The charities offer photos and letters of a child's progress 

with the promise of a long-distance intimacy (Shaw, 1989). But they do not explain how we in 

the West might meet children's emotional needs from overseas (Shaw, 1989). Finally, by 

focussing on the love of the Western sponsor, the charities seem to assume that the emotional 

needs of the child are not or can not be met by their own families. 

Tracing Discourses: Racism and Eurocentrïsm in the Ads 

In this chapter, 1 have focussed on images and voice in the charity ads. In this section, 

1 would like to pinpoint sorne of the colonial discourses that are operating across these ads. 

Bhabha argues that the "construction of [the] colonial subject in discoune, and the exercise of 

colonial power through discourse, demands an articulation of forms of difference" ( 1990, p. 72), 

whether racial. sexual or other. In chapter three, I looked at colonial discourses that constituted 

differences between races, classes and genders; specifically discourses of scientific racisrn and 

degeneration. Obviously, the charity cornmercials that 1 critique do not employ theories of 

scientific racism or degeneration. Yet, colonial discourses about race were instrumentai in the 

creation of dichotomies and hierarchies between individu& and groups. These dividing practices 

affected common-sense understandings of what it meant to be a colonizer or one of the colonized. 

These dicho tornies and hierarchies are stiii at play and evident in the c harity cornmerciais 

of today. For example Aicoff argues that when " a well-meanhg First World person is speaking 
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for a person or group in the Third World. the very discursive arrangep?ts may reinscribe the 

'hierarchy of civilizations' view where the United States [or Canada] lands squarely on top" 

( 199 1, p. 26). When Western representatives of the charities "speak for" the children in the 

cornmercials, when they talc of their status as Canadians in cornparison to Afnca, when they use 

images of children which humiliate and disempo wer, these charit ies discursively maintain a 

hierarchy of civilizations. 

The discourses within these cornmercials also operate to draw boundaries between 'iis" 

and "them". Take for example the language in the CCF commercial which refers to the children 

as "one of them". In each commercial the differences between "us" and '?hem'' are understood 

as national, geographic, class-based, and racial. 'We" are the people who c m  Save the children 

from their poverty; "they" are the people suffering from poverty. 1 want to illustrate further the 

way that these discursive boundaries are drawn, by critiquing an ad that appeared on the back 

cover of the MayIJune 199 1 issue of Mo ther Jones magazine. The ad is for a charity called The 

Children's Defense Fund. The text reads: "Last year, we gave eight billion dollars in military aid 

to countries that our under-educated children can't even fmd on a map. [Then in small print] If 

we don't irnprove the quality of our kidsT education, Arnerica could fmd itself in a sad state." 

This ad is operating at several levels. On one hand, it is arguing that if we are not careful 

Arnerica's children and the country itself could degenerate and find itself "in a sad state" on a par 

with the Third World. However, the wording of the ad also serves to draw distinctions between 

"us" and 'them". 'We" gave money to places that "our" kids couldn't find on a map. 'We" gave 

rnoney to countries that are small, inconsequential, that is why ''out" kids can not h d  them If 

"we" is the United States (or Canada), then the Third World cm only be "them", as we know 
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"they" are different from "us". The final distinction is at a national level, where it is 

acknowledged that there is a national '?hem" (poor, undereducated kids) and 'bus" (the people 

who want to change this). My dispute with this ad is not its objection to the financing of Third 

World militaries. 1 object to the way the interests of the Third World and the United States are 

seen as in opposition to each other, and the way that different parts of the world are dichotomized 

in language and thought. 

The charity commercials achieve the same result when they draw a dividing line between 

the Third World victim and Western saviour. The hosts and viewers corne to understand 

thernselves in very specific ways as they interact with the children. The children are imagined to 

be in need of rescuing, and it is the West that is imagined as the rescuer. The hosts also use 

dichotornizing language to distinguish between the nationalities, race and class of the children, 

and the hosts' own sense of nationality, class and race. In fact, the nationality, class and race of 

the child often get conflated. For example, Nasma is understood as poor because she is Nepali, 

as Joseph is undentood as poor because he is Kenyan. The viewers are not offered any 

alternative visions of the Third World countries, and the only settings we see are slums. 

Irnperialist discourse often treats race and class as interchangeable or analogous, and fkequently 

these class and race hierarchies are seen as a result of evolution and the laws of nature (Watney, 

1990). While, these comrnerciak never blatantly suggest that the poverty of the children is due 

to nature or evolution, neither do they give a sound reason for this poverty. Thus, the silences 

of the discourse are racist. 



Eurocentrism: The Negation of National Identities and Histories 

As 1 discussed in chapter three, Eurocentrism looks at the world from a single position 

of privilege, augmenthg the achievements of Europe and belittling those of the T L d  World 

(Shohat & Starn, 1994). One of the ways in which Eurocentric thought does this is by 

generdizing about the peoples, histories and geography of the Third World. We are not told why 

those countries have such poverty, or what the role of the West is in producing the problems of 

these countries. Before the W V  commercial ends Toycen tells that audience that "most of these 

parents are very hardworking and care deeply about the needs of their children. They simply 

don? earn enough to provide for them." But, he doesn't explain, or ask, why they do not earn 

enough, and what structural barriers are in place against poor people from those countries. Nor 

does he explain the role of colonialism in the poverty of the Third World. These questions are 

not posed, let alone answered. 

Another glaring example of Eurocentric discourse in these ads are the ways in which 

children fiom the Third World become interchangeable. Ml of the ads. but especially the CCF 

ad, use images of poor black and brown-skinned children but do not teil us where they are fiom. 

As 1 watched the ads, 1 had to try to guess the national and geographic identities of the children. 

But, as a Western viewer, 1 could only make assumptions. If a child was black 1 assumed they 

were Ahican, if they were brown-skinned 1 assumed they were South Asian or from 

CentraVSouth Amenca. But, my guesses about the continent that the children were fiom are 

problernatic as there are substantial black populations in Cuba, Haiti, Brazil and other 

CentraVSouth American countries, and as there are South Asian populations in Alrica Not even 

king sure about the continent that these children are from, there is no way to know their cultural, 
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linguistic, ethnic. national or "racial" backgrounds. These ads lump children from diverse 

backgrounds together under the ru bric of Third World, erasing and denying specific identities. 

Their identities become simplified as black, or African, as opposed to the actual complex identities 

that we al1 experience. This leaves the Western viewer once again in a privileged position as we 

are allowed our complex identities, but the children are not. For example, I know that I am a 

white, working class, heterosexual, able-bodied Canadian, of Irish, English, Finnish and Italian 

descent. 1 am a Westerner with a very specific (although flexible) and weil-understood identity. 

At the most, the children in these ads are identifed by country and ethnicity, at the least, the 

children are identifed only as poor and Third World. Often we do not even know their names, 

and if we do, we never know their last narnes. Yet, we do know the full narnes of the hosts. 

Gender, Oppression and Representation 

In the cornrnercials the causes of the children's oppression - racism, class exploitation and 

sexism - were occasiondy aüuded to but never named. Yet, those parts of the children's 

identities affect the way they are represented and treated by the charities. For example, in the 

FPP commercial a worker with the child prostitute rescue group stated that the girls are 

considered commodities. But, she does not tell us why they are considered commodities. 1s it 

because they are children, girls, brown-skinned, or Nepali? Clearly it is impossible to Say that 

Lela was commodified for one reason but not the others, as racism, ethnic chauvinism, sexism and 

class exploitation Wely al1 played a part in her oppression. Sexism and the resulting devaiuation 

and dehumanization of girls is kely the most Unmediate reason for Lela's kidnapping. But the 

hosts and rescue group workers do not even name the concept of sexism as a cause of Lela's 
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oppression. The silences of the discourse and the refusal to name the oppressions working in the 

lives of the children results in a reification of those oppressions. 

The interaction between the Western adult and the Third WorId child in the ads is often 

gendered. For example, Coppage and Black are both shown in gentle physical contact with little 

girls, holding the girls in their amis, and holding their hands. However, the physical contact with 

boys is very different, and usually involves playing sports. The games that Black plays with the 

children are very gendered, as he plays basketball wit h Dirga, and plays bubbles with Nasma. The 

children are also described in gendered t e m .  Nasrna is described physically before her 

circurnstances and story are told. Black introduces Numa by saying that she has "one of the 

most beautifil srniles I have ever seen". Yet, the hosts of the commercials do not comment on 

the physical beauty of the boys. Instead, they talk about their temperaments and situations. For 

example, Smits refers to Joseph as "a sweet boy" but does not mention his eyes, or srnile or 

beauty. Thus, in these cornmercials the physical beauty of the girls is remarked upon and drawn 

on to help the audience identify with the girls. As women in the West are objectified under the 

ideology of ferninine beauty (Thomson, 1997), so too are the girls in the charity ads. 

Clearly the ads for the children's charities are problernatic. They draw on racist, sexist 

and class-based understandings of the world that exist in dominant ideology and discourse. The 

ads also take on a pedagogical fùnction; they teach us about ourselves and the so-cded Third 

World. In the next chapter I look at the pedagogy of these charity ads and suggest ways to teach 

against and subvert the messages within the ads. 1 look a alternatives, not only to the messages 

of the ads, but to the charities thernselves. 



CHAPTER FIVE 

ALTERN.4TIVES AND SUBVERSI3NS: 
RE-TEACHING THE AD AND RE-THINKING "CHARITY" 

In this thesis I have interrogated the representation of the 'Third Wûrld" and its people 

in the developed world's children's charity comrnerciais. Third World people are represented as 

"needy" and helpless, passively wait ing to be saved by Western angels of mercy. The images and 

discounes within the ads can be traced in part to racist and colonialist discourses of the Victorian 

era. These discourses were premised on notions of essentialist differences among people of 

different races, classes and genders. Such differences were reflected in dichotomies or 

distinctions like the binaries superiorlinferior and civilized/uncivilized. Armed wit h distinctions 

between groups of people deemed different , hierarchies of "man" developed, supported by 

scientific theories of race. It is the Iegacy of scientific race theories with its notions of difference, 

hierarchy and dichotomies that operate in many charîty ads of today. 

Charity ads about Third World su bjects operate within and reproduce not only racist, but 

sexist, and class-based ideologies and discourses, as "cornpeting social narratives or subtexts 

about race, class, [and] gender" cuculate in discourse (Razack, 1994, p. 893). These 

"interlocking social arrangements ... constitute groups differently, as subordinate and dominant" 

(Razack, 1994, p. 899)' depending on their ascribed social identities. For example, the girls and 

mothers in the commercials were treated in very specific ways. Gaines that the girls played, toys 

they were given, and the words used to describe them were gendered. Wornen in the ads were 

often spoken around instead of spoken to. The charity initiatives themselves were premised on 

the needs of the chiidren. Any involvernent of the mother (for exarnple a trip to the World Vision 
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Health Centre) was predicated on her learning better ways to help her child. As gczder 

inequalities were king reinforced and rearticulated by the ads. they simultaneûusly failed io name 

gender oppression, specifically, as a reason for the oppression of girls such as Lela. 

Class oppression was also faced with silence by the discourses in the ads. The class 

location of the child was implied in the ads, yet the disparities between the rich and the poor of 

the child's country and the reasons for such intense poveny were never addressed. One 

looks in vain for references to the debt cnsis or other international economic pressures 
which are squeezing the health-care budgets of so many poor countries; or expianations 
of the links between rich countries and poor - and a shared responsibility for the failure 
to protect millions of children against preventable disease (Coulter, 1989, p. 12). 

Yet. despite obvious class oppressions, the term "class" was never used. Children such as 

Bemivella were understood as king at the "bottom of the social ladder". Such a phrase enables 

the charities to side step important questions about class disparities and exploitation in favour of 

the image of a ladder which one presumably cm climb or descend. 

These ads are not only problematic, they are also pedagogical as they teach the audience 

about the Third World and draw distinctions between "us" and '?hem". The ads construct the 

"needy" child as one requiring rescue from the West, thus estabiishing dependency-based 

relationships bet ween Westerners and such children. This relationship generaily elevates 

Westemers in their international and racial relationships often leading to feelings of personal, 

racial mdor  national superiority. In this last chapter 1 discuss the pedagogy of the ads, and look 

at ways to subvert their messages and meanings. While these ads are steeped in hegemonic 

discourse, 1 attempt to provide a counter discourse as a way for Westemers to resist, re-think, 

and re-teach these ads. 1 also look at alternatives to the charities themselves, focussing on 



approaches that emphasize community, women and sustainable development. 

Pedagogy and the Ad 

The following letter fiom a Grade Five school teacher to the World Vision Canada 

newsletier, Childview, illustrates the pedagogical role of these charit ies and their d s .  The teacher 

wrote that she and her cliiss were horrified to leam about the guinea worm which was making 

Sudanese children ill. Her grade five class wanted to help the Sudanese children so they began 

a fundraising drive, collecting $430 in fwe days. This money was enough to help eighty five 

Sudanese children. The teacher wrote, 

We were rerninded once again of how fortunate we are in Canada and that we take so 
much for granted. As the children recorded their donations with a giant themorneter, 1 
was often moved to tears. Each day 1 witnessed their sensitive, caring spirits. They did 
extra chores, raided their piggy banks, and asked mom and dad if they would help too. 
Perhaps 1 can best sum it up in the words of one of my students who donated a toonie - 
"It was al1 1 cm give. 1s it okay if 1 just care" (Childview, 1998, pg. 2). 

There is a lot happening within this text. The concept of the hierarchy of nations, a theme which 

runs throughout the charity ads, is reproduced in the mincis of the children and teacher. For the 

class, Canada is undentood as a place where the privileged live, while Africa is where the poor 

live. As a result, Canada is understood to be a better country. But these disparities between 

Canada and Third World are attributed to "fortune" done, as opposed to the coloniaiist policies 

of European nations and the modem day econornic policies of institutions such as the IMF and 

World Bank. Solutions to the problem remain at the level of raiding a piggy bank, as opposed 

to looking at the structural inequalities and problerns that are in place. 

Another element of the teacher's letter that deserves attention is the way that Afkîcan 
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children are understood in relation to the children in the class. The teacher has tailght her 

students to care about the Sudanese children who are understood as king very different thôn 

Canadian children. But, what effects did this fundraising adventure have on the children? How 

have these lessons influenced the way the children relate to immigrants from the Third World? 

What did it teach them about king Canadian and king 'Toreign" or "Sudanese"? Did it teach 

them that king Canadian is about giving charity to poor Thud World children? Did it perhaps 

teach them thaf poverty exists elsewhere but not in Canada? Did it teach them why there is 

poverty? Did it teach thern that Africans as a whole are poor and diseased? 

This last message is certainly one that World Vision iuîiculates in its literature. Take for 

example what appears to be an ad in their recent newsletter. The ad is an entire page; 3/4 of the 

page is a picture, 1 /4 is text. The picture is of a little bro wn-skinned boy. He is shirt less, wearing 

yellow shorts with green trim, no shoes, and a soccer bail between his feet. The text reads "What 

are the chances? Chances are if you're bom in Bangladesh. you're bom poor. Like Jamal. 

Poverty is hard to kat, but three families are on their way" (Childview, 1998, p. 4). This ad, like 

the commercials examined earlier, teach us that the condition of the Third World is principdy 

that of poverty. In her pity for the Sudanese children, the teacher appears to reinforce this idea 

of a continental poveny. Indeed, while the fundraising drive teaches the students about charity 

and their role in charitable exercises, it also teaches them much more. It teaches them who the 

recipients of charity are and that the condition of the poor is simply a matter of bad luck and 

mis fortune. 



Possibilities for Teaching Against the Ad 

How could the grade five teacher tum her lesson into a lesson aboüt racism and 

colonialism in the representation of Third World children? How could she teach across and 

against the ad? Media education is often premised on the notion that children are passive, 

uncritical television viewers (Buckingham, 1 993). However, studies by several scholars 

(Buckingham, 1990, 1993; Fraser, 1990; Sefton-Green. 1990) suggest that children do in fact 

watch television with a critical eye. Thus Buckingham suggests several questions that teachers 

working in media studies should think about, in order to develop relevant and successful tools for 

teaching media studies. He asks, "What do children already know about the media. and how do 

they know i t ?  What do t hey need to learn and what would seem to be the most effective teaching 

strategies? How can we identiS what children know and leam, and enable them to identiw this 

for thernselves" (Buckingham, 1993, p. 282)? 'To what extent is the body of academic 

knowledge we offer either usefùl or meaningful to students" (Buckingham, 1990, p. I )? 

One of the problems encountered by those teaching media studies is that students often 

tell the teacher what she wants to heu, without necessarily thinking for thernselves or tmly 

engaging with the topic (Buckingham, 1993). Children may adopt adult discourses to please 

teachers (Fraser, 1 !BO), or may actively try to subvert anti-racist or anti-sexist initiatives if they 

believe the teacher is imposing her values on the students (Buckingham. 1993). Thus, media 

studies educators often nin the risk of teaching the students to parrot them, rather than enabling 

critical thinking and self-reflection. What is often absent is reflection, "where the leamers 

acknowledge that their views and ideas belong to other structures of thought. [Thus, J they need 

to understand not just where the ideas and language corne from but the political interests invested 
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in certain positions" (Sefton-Green, 1990, p. 149). Buckingham ( 1993) iigrees that through 

shared reflection "students will be able to make their implicit 'spontaneous' knowledge about the 

media explicit. and then - with the aid of the teacher and of peers - to refonnulatr it in terms of 

broader ... concepts" (p. 289). 

How does a teacher begin to implement such a straiegy? To begin, teachers should strive 

to enable students to identify the underlying assumptions in their own views and the views of the 

teacher, making various discourses an object of study (Fraser, 1990). However, if 1 were a 

teacher trying to explain the problerns with the charity commercials 1 would begin with the 

premise that ideologies of sexism and racism can not be overthrown by "a good dose of critical 

analysis" (Buckingham. 1993). Not a11 students will corne to recognize the problems with the ads 

or the discourses operating within them. But there are tools that can at least stan the students 

towards a more comprehensive understanding of the issues and bises in the ads. 

One project that the teacher could assign to her grade five class is a critical media project. 

The students could collect and analyse newspaper and magazine stories about the Third World, 

and interview their parents, relatives, neighbours and Friends to detemine their attitudes and 

understandings of the Third World. The teacher could encourage students to look at the ideas 

about Third World poverty, helplessness or other dominant themes that emerged in the 

interviews. The class could discuss where these ideas about poverty are coming from and what 

purpose the ideas serve (Fraser, 1990). An interdisciplinary approach to this project would also 

be useful. The teacher could teach the history of colonialûm in Sudan, and the students could 

study Afncan civilizations both past and present. Geography lessons could focus on the 

differences, disparities, and cultures that exist throughout the continent of Africê For exarnple, 
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when 1 was a young studeiii ieaming about Egyptian "civilization" and the pyramids, we were not 

taught that Egypt was k Africa, as Ahica was understood to be an "uncivilized" place. These 

lessons would hopefully heip students undentand that the continent of Africa is not a uniform 

place, with one culture or history. Howcver, one history that rnany Africaris do share is a history 

of colonialism and imperialism. This history rnust be taught so that students c m  begin to 

understand the present day political and economic problems of many African nations. In other 

words, students c m  be made aware of the role of the West in the poverty of parts of the Third 

World, and understand the role of racism in that process. 

The teacher could also approach the topic from a different angle. She could ask the 

students to write a story or a journal entry about homelessness. The children could taik about 

whether they believe that homelessness and poverty are problems in Canada. If the children do 

believe it is a problem. they could begin to think about why that fom of poverty exists. The 

teacher could have the students work on social science projects where they l e m  about reasons 

for poverty, and (the elementary) working of the capitalist economy. Novels, stories and films 

could be employed to look at the topic and to explore the ways that popular culture represents 

the homeless. Guest speakers from anti-poverty groups could talk to the class about anti-poverty 

activism and the lives of the homeless. This approach would show students that homelessness 

is not merely a Third World phenornenon but is also a reality here in Canada. Hopefully, such a 

project would start the children thinking about homelessness as a social justice issue, as opposed 

to a simple charîty or welfare issue. These ideas are by no means exhaustive, but rather point 

to possibilities and strategies for subverting the dominant ideologies ai play in charity ads. 



Alternatives 

Throughout this thesis 1 have argued that the representation of children in these ads are 

problematic, and the motives and discourses of the Westemers in the comrnercids are 

questionable. 1 have also suggested that the philosophies of these charities are inadequate to meet 

the needs of communities and families, since they largely focus on individual children instead of 

mothers. In this last section, 1 want to look at some arguments against sponsoring a child through 

charities like Foster Parent's Plan, World Vision and Christian Children's Fund, as well as 

alternatives to these organizations. 

Third World chiidren's charities like FPP, WV and CCF are well-known because they 

advertise and because of the ways they advertise. Yet, Westem viewers have little opponunity 

to see or hear about alternative development initiatives, initiatives that are developed, 

implemented and rnaintained by the comrnunities themselves. Often such initiatives are Funded 

by Westem charities or Non-Govemmental Organizations (NGOs) that focus on community 

development as opposed to an individual child-sponsorship approach. As 1 discussed in chapter 

one, removing child sponsorship from a charity's mandate leads to loss of donors. This may be 

because children are considered to be innocent victirns of poverty, the undeserving poor. 

Conversely. Western discourse often blames poor people for their poverty, deeming those who 

are unable to work or can not fmd work as lesser or undeserving (and lazy) citizens (Brodie, 

1996). In fact this discourse of'ten suggests that poor people should not have children. Such 

discourse may affect Western viewers understandings of Third World poverty, as such adults who 

tive in poverty are often not understood as innocent but as the "acceptable" poor. The thought 

of chddren going hungry or homeless is appalling to most Western viewers. yet emotions of 



sympathy. pity and outrage often do not extend to poor adults. Thus, Westerners may be more 

likely to give to individual children because they believe children deserve better and are not to 

blame for their poverty. Of course such logic also concludes that the adults are at fault for their 

poverty. Child sponsorship is also appealing to donors because the donations have visible results. 

The Western donor receives an instant gratification as she watches her money in action. 

Yet. despite the instant results of better clothes, schooling, and health care for the 

individual child, cornrnunity development has more chance of sustainability. Passengers on 

airplanes are told that if there is an impending crash, parents should put oxygen masks on 

thernselves before putting the masks on children. If parents pass out from lack of oxygen they 

will be unable to help their children. This is dso a basic concept of community development - 

help the parents who in tum will take care of the children. Take for example an advertisement 

for an NGO cailed Gerns of Hope, found in the September 1998 issue of The New 

Internationalist. The text of the ad reads: 

We focus on wornen because we know that in many countnes, women have fewer rights 
than men. and are subjugated to men in the narne of religion, econornics, or custorn ... In 
many developing countries, women are most responsible for the weil-king of the family. 
The profits that they make are likely to be used to clothe, feed and educate children and 
support farnily hedth. We fund local partner organizations like ourselves, who then make 
loans available for s m d  business groups of women and men. These are responsible as 
groups for repayrnent (p. 2). 

The NGO daims that these ''village banks" are key to sustainable development, especidy because 

they quickly becorne independent of outside financial aid. As one strategy to combat poverty, the 

NGO thus recognizes the importance of women and comrnunity in the development process. 

However, women's incorne and employrnent generation projects are often srnail, and 

scattered, as agencies fmance a range of s m d  projects without coordination or concern for 
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sustained development or the possibility for growth (Sen & Grown, 1987). For that reason Sen 

and Grown suggest moving beyond just small projects into a larger, long terni strategy. Such a 

strategy is about making systematic changes "aimed at challenging prevailing structures ~ n d  

building accountability of govemments to people for their decisions" (Sen & Grown, 1987, p. 

82). They argue that short-terni approaches are useless if not combined with long-term strategies, 

especially strategies to help women gain control over economic decisions which affect their lives. 

Such strategies would help to break down structures of oppression and inequality, structures 

which harnper the development process. They dso suggest that in order for sustainable long terrn 

change, there must be national liberation and national self-reliance, at Ieast in the areas of food, 

energy , health care, watedsanitation and education. De-miiit arizat ion or at least reduct ion of 

military hinding, more control over multi-nationais and genuine land r e f o m  are also strategies 

which Sen and Grown believe are necessary for real development in the Third Worid. They 

believe that "short terni strategies must of necessity provide ways of responding to current crises, 

while building experience toward the longer vision" (Sen & Grown, 1987. p. 85). 

The problem with children's charities such as World Vision is that they are not interested 

in long termchange or in dealing with structural barriers, hence the one child at a tirne approach. 

Such an approach may offer quick fues and easily recognizable benefits for the child as she 

suddenly h a  more clothes, or food, than other chiidren in her cornrnunity. It also aiiows the 

Western donor to feel boih parental and more vimious via her checkbook. But short-terni (and 

long-term) projects in a cornrnunity, combined with activism and agitation against structural 

inequalities will likely be of more help to a child than individual sponsorship, even if such an 

approach doesn't result in the sarne sense of donor self-satisfaction. 
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For organizations that focus on chüdren there are alternatives to spsnsorship. 

nurse Organizations cm try to determine the best ways to help a child. Food and vitarnins of c- 

are necessary, not only to mamtain growth and physical strength. but also to prevent blindness 

due to vitamin deficiency. Breast feeding is necessary for infant health, as the anti-bodies and 

proteins in breast rnik increase resistance to diarrhea and other diseases. Bottle feeding, 

encouraged by Western companies such as Nestle, cm be deadly to babies as in poor areas of the 

Third World formula fed babies are twice as likely to die as babies who are breast-fed. Caring 

for pregnant women is vital for the health of the fetus. the woman and her other children. 

Immunization is needed to reduce the death rate among children due to measles and other major 

diseases. Educating mothers about the danger signs of various diseases and conditions such as 

diarrhea can also help to save a child's life. In fact. children "are less likely to die or suffer 

malnutrition if their rnothers have completed primary education" (Shaw, 1989. p. 17). One way 

to prevent death from dehydration and diarrhea is the use of oral re-hydration therapy - sugar, salt 

and water in the right quantities. Of course for some, such as the Dinka woman tleeing war, such 

provisions are not available. But, in areas where they are available, such therapy saves the lives 

of over a million children a yem. Findy. clean water is vital, as around 80% of diseases are 

caused from poUuted water (Shaw, 1989). 

WV, CCF and FPP c l a h  that they will provide these necessities for the children, and we 

saw some exarnples of that w hen Alord and Bemivella's farnily received health care. So, if these 

charities provide the basic survival necessities for these children, why not sponsor a child? To 

begin with, the $20 a month spent on one child could give 200 children oral rehydration salts, or 

could irnmunize 3 1 children a year (Shaw, 1989), an approach more widespread and community 
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based. The New !ntemationalist lists nine reasons why not to sponsor a child. They niaintain 

sponsorship creates family rifts, as one or two children within a family may receive extra food, 

education, clothes etc., w hile sibtings do not. Children c m  become political pwns, forced to 

read the bible; parents may be forced to give up certain politicai or religious activities if 

sponsorship is to occur. Sponsorship programs run the risk of creating dependence, as the 

sponsored child takes the role of the "poor relation" dways ready to thank the rich Westemer on 

whose charity they depend. Sponsorship may cause cultural confusion. For example, it may 

confuse children to receive Christmas cards and be expected in retum to send the donor a card. 

The system of child sponsorship also perpetuates ignorance, as there is very little cultural 

interchange between donor and child. OHen letters on both sides are censored if they are too 

political, or if for example. the child asks the sponsor for more money. Sponsorship prograrns 

can lead to frustration, as they educate children but ihen leave them without possibility of white 

collar work in their villages and towns. Sponsonhip can also encourage impossible desires and 

dreams on the part of the child, who hem about big houses and cars, and wants to be taken out 

of her world into that of the sponsor. The administrative costs of these programs are often high, 

especially as letters, photos and reports are very costly and timeçonsuming. Finally, child 

sponsorship programs foster racism against children overseas, as well as children from the Third 

World who live in the West. 

Clearly, there are alternatives to the charities 1 have critiqued in this thesis, as there are 

alternative f o m  of representation and advertking. "Fund-raising advertisements [for exarnple] 

should reflect the real developrnent issues. But for this to happen, international aid agencies wül 

have to overhaul their priorities. They have to stop treating fund-raising as the ovemding 
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objective and accept some responsibility for public cducation" (Coulter, 1989, p. 12). However, 

such an initiative towards public education seerns highly uniikely anytime in the near future, as 

money and not consciousness raising, is the priority of these charities (Coulter, 1989, p. I I ) .  

Thus, as educators and academics we should continue to deconstruct the images, discourses and 

stereotypes within such ads, and critique the approach ofthe charities themselves. These charities 

are neither benevolent nor innocent in the ways they represent Third World children. 
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